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:r.  Introduotion. 
1.  Artiale P/1  of the Internal. Agreement on the finano1 ng  a.nd 
ad.m:t.n:iBtra.tian of Cormmmi ty aid stipulates: 
"Each year the Commission shall draw up a  oomprehensive report for the 
Member  States on the operation of the system of sta.h111za.tion of export 
earnings ani the use JMde  by the NJP  States of the funds transferral. 
The report shall izxiica.te in paxtioula.r the effect of the system on the 
economic developnent of the recipient countries am on the d.evelopnent of 
externaJ. trade. " 
2.  This report covers the activities of the ACP-EOO  institutions, tbe 
administration of the system (the transfers made for the 1987 appl.ioa.tian 
year and the replenishment of resources) during 1988,  a.nd.  the ut:tJ1 mtion 
a.nd  eoonom:Lo  .impact of transfers. 
n. Aotiv:l.  ties of the M!P-BOO  inst.1tuticms 
3.  '!he operation of Sta.bex was  d1soussErl at the following  joint~: 
- 13th session of the Council of Ministers (Mauritius,  1o-11 May); 
- 26th ani Pf7th meetings of the Committee of Anibassadors  (Brussels, 
17 April ani 21  December); 
- extraordina.ry meeting of the Comm1 ttee of Ambassadors  (Brussels, 
7  cJ\lly);  - - . 
meeting of the Sta.bex suboa.nunittee  (Brussels,  13 April). 
4.  As regaxds matters already disousserl by both sides in 1007 (request by 
same  ACP  States to he accorde:i the "all destinations" derogation as 
provid.Erl for in Article 160(3) of the~  Convention,  am.  transfer 
requests for the 1980 ani 1981 application years) ,1 there was  no obmlge in 
the partners'  positions d'Ul'ing  the oou:t'Se of. 1988. 
In addition to these long-st.a.nding issues,  the ACP-EEC  :lnsti  tutions 
reoeivei a  request from Mauri  ta.nia to include octopus 8.tld outtlefish in tbe 
list of Stabex proiuots.  However,  since the request was  not presented 
uritll the Pf7th meeting of the Committee of Ambassadors,  no deo1 sian on tbe 
subject was  taken in 1988. 
6.  The ACP-EEC  institutions were aJ.so callerl upon to take steps under 
Article 155(4) of the COnvention in view of the shortfall in the ~·s 
resources. 
-----------
1  See the report on  the operation of Sta.bex in 1987 (OOM(88)180  final, 
7  April 1988,  pages 2-3). - 3-
6.  The subject was first raisErl at the meeting of the ACP-EBJ  Counail of 
Min.Lgters;  the Commission announced tha.t total. transfer requests exoeaied 
resouroes am.  oa.lled upon the Caunoll to take a;pprop.ria.te aotion. 
7.  The Couoo1l instructed the ACP-EOO  Committee of .Aml:a9sador8  to st\¥1y 
the mat.ter on thiS llasis of a  report prepared by the. Comission. 
The report was  sent to the Council at the errl of June;  on 7  c1\lly,  the 
Com:ni ttea of Ambassadors met in Brussels.  The measures adopted. at this 
meeting (see point 14) enabled the Commission to take a  deais:lon on the 
transfers before the end of cJUly  in aocorda.nce wi.th the time sobedule laid 
down in Article 188(3) of the Convention. 
:u:r.  Transf'ers fOOt'  the 1988 a.pp.U.oo;t.ion year 
8.  The Commission recei  ve:i a  total of 70 transfer requests for tbe 1987 
application year,  presented by 35 ACP  States. 
After appraisal,  27 requests were deemed inadmissllile:  the rema.1 ni  qg 43, 
from  29 countries,  gave rise to a.  transfer entitlement. 
9.  The  system's resources under Article 154 of the Iane Convention 
amounted to m1 256 416 314,  made up as follows: 
- annual appropriation 
- ca.rryove:r  from  1986 a.pplloa.tion year 
- replenishments between 1.1.1988 a.nd  30.8.1988 
ECU  185 CXXl  000 
mJ  19 466 839 
FXlJ  2  481 810 
EXlJ  48 260 000  - drawings em  1988 annua.l appropriation 
- interest on Stabex funds between 1.1.  1988 
and 16.7.  1988 
10.  Rejected transfer requests 
Seven requests were rejected for fa:tl1ng to reach the depend.enoe  thresbo1d 
(Artia;J..e  161  of the Convention). 















Seventeen other requests were rejeoted on the grounds  that there was  no 
loss of export ~s  within the mea.n1ng  of Artiole leo of the 
COnvention. ACP  State 
cameroon 
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hides and skins 







A  request was presenta:l by the Comoros  1n oonneotion with essential oll 
(y.la.ng-yla.ng)  exports, but the loss of ea.rnings did not exceed the 
fluotua.tion ·threshold (Artiol.e 162 of the Convention). 
Two  transfer requests were rejected following Artiole 164 oonsultations 
(see point 11).  Western Samoa.  did not confirm its request :in respeot of 
copra.  The request presented by Sao Tome  and Principe for ()()()()e. was  not 
processed since the dip in 1987 export ea.rn1ngs was  due to h:.tg'her  than 
usual yea.r-erd stocks. 
11.  Resu.l  ts of consultations (Artiale 164 of the Convention) 
The total. for the 44 transfer bases finally amountei to :OOU  933 410 684.2 
In many  cases,  examiJ:lation of a  product's export ani production trams in 
an aP.Plicant ICP State revea.loo significant ohlmges.  In some  1nstanoes. 
the Commission asked for consultations with the State co:coernai.  As a 
result, it was  fourd necessary to ra:luoe 17 transfer bJses.  1n cma  CBSa for 
two  separate reasons: 
- REductions appliEd as a  result of a  decline in marketed production: 
2  This amount  includes the transfer basis for Sao Tome  and Priooipe 
(EL'U  921  160). Benin 






















1  891 90i 
301 1816 
ass  368 
100 396 
312 185 
- Reductions a.pplie:i as a  result of total exports a.coountiilg 1or  81.  ICimBJ.ler 
share of marketed production: 
ACP  State  Prod.uct  % of transfer  Amount  in Bm 
:OOais 
Burkina. Waso  shea.  nuts  4.24  172  :21~ 
Burundi  coffee  20.02  9  912 4.159 
cameroon  coffee  20.29  18 876  667 
Comoros  vanilla  68.84  3  490 ~ 
cote d I Ivoire  coffee  33.00  as  762 osa 
Gambia  groundnuts  85.44  3  B3S  594 
Gamb:t.a.  groundmlt oil  29.20  734 4161 
Kiribati  copra  22.32  363 461 
Papua New  Gu.inea.  pa.lln nuts am. kernels  41.433  401 763 
Senegal.  grouninutoil  6l.oo4  23 628 388 
western Samoa,  wood in the roug'h.  16.06  2l 786 
Western Samoo  cocoa.  18.2].  742  ~16 
After consultations,  transfer bases were reduced in all by mY 129 043 648 
to ECU  803 446 878. 
12.  offsetting of repayment obl.iga.tion 
Six MJP  States (Cameroon,  cote d I Ivoire'  Kenya.  Madagasoar. 
Papua New  Guin.a&  mld Benegal) have,  under Artiole 174(2),  aecxmd indent. 
oontributsd to the replenishment of the system's resources  "by deduotioD 
from  ( ...  )  transfer rights established before a.ny  applica.ticm of 
Artiale 166" • 
The Comm:i.ssion  and the NJP  States oonoerned agreed  to reiuoe the transfer 
bases by the same amount as the repayment obligations in respect of 
transfers under the second I..o.me  Convention,  disoounted. at 9.36ltl  (ammal 
average as at 16 June 1988 of long-term government .bcmd  interest ra.tes for 
the Community).  valued. at 15 cJ'uly  1988.  The result of this operation 
(discounting of repayment obligations) was  that the NJP  States ocmosrned 
repaid all 'their debts,  amounting to over BJU  141 mUlion,  by red.uo.iDg 
their transfer bases by sl.ightly more  than ECU  116 m1111on,  in otber words 
red.eemi.ng  their debts at an average  "discount" of 17  .91{,. 
3  1.64% of the transfer basis covering pa.1lo  m.ts ani keme1s a:cd.  palm 
oil (palm products) . 
4  47.97% of the tramfer basis covering groundmlt oil 8Ild gromxinuts 
(groundnut products). -6-
ACP  State  YaJ.ue  of ~  obligations 
nom1naJ.  rl1 sqountei 
Cameroon  22 196 348  cote d,  Ivoire  23 891 903 
Kenya.  26 480 736 
Madagascm- 2  339 800 
Papua New  Guinea. 38 69!3  880 
SenegaJ.  28 119 089 
141 623 669 
17 999 683 
17 805 10'7 
23 19!3  412 
2  108 793 
32 388 671 
22 748 332 








These repayments red~  the transfer msis totaJ. to roJ 687 100 680.  In 
Papua. New  Guinea.'s oase,  the operation involved the Whole of one transfer 
basis (palm prc:xiuots),  and part of another (copra products). 
13.  Since the totaJ. amount of the transfer msis still exceeded. the 
system's resources (see po.mt 9)  ,  the reductions desar.tlle:i .in 
Article 166(2) ani (3) of the COnvention were applied.  Although this 
further reiuoe::l the overall transfer basis by E01  107 766 136 to 
EXJU  679 444 746,  the resouroes a.va1 J ah]  e  were still insllffiaient. 
14.  As  a.  result, Article 166(4) of the Convention was  applied.  'Jlle 
Conmd.ssion,  in its d.eo:Js::lon  of 22 June 1988,  a.utboriz.ed Mr Natali to seed 
the ACP-EEXJ  Council of MUliste.rs the report on the f1nano1aJ  situation ant 
the proba.ble development of the system. 
On the basis of tbis report,  and as a.uthorizei by the NJP-'I!SJ  Couna:U of 
Ministers meeting in Kauri  tius, the .ACP-EOO  Commi ttea of An!bassadors met em 
7  cJUJ.y  1988 to assess the situation and ex:amine poss1 hle remedies within 
the t.erDe of the Convention. 
'!be Colmnittee of Aro.'l:essadors  ~eei  that both parties sb.ould join in 
boosting Stabex resources for 1987 hi another mr  120 milllon, made up as 
follow:;~:  · 
rema.:i.ning  l::laJ.anceB  a.m.  mterest from 
Lome  I  ani rome  II 
- part of the reserves a.va1la.ble from 
appropriations for national. ard 
regional. programming unier I..ante  III 
FCU  80 million 
BJU  40 million 
The Committee of Ambassadors also agreed that these enl..argei resouroes 
should be distril:luted. in proportion to the transfer .reses after a.pplioa.tion 
of the reductions under Article 155(2) ani (3).  Supplementary re:luotions 
further reduce:i the transfer bases by 35.21%. - 7-
16.  The resul.t o£ the operations d.esoribed in points ll-14 1s shotm in tbe 
.fo~  tables: 
- Tah1.e  ll.:  oaJonlation of the tramf'er hases before appl.ioe.t:Lcm of 
Article 155. 
- Ta.ble a:  application of Artiole 166 atrl oa.loul.ation of tramlfers 
(aotu&l payments). 
Table 3  shows  the results for the year •  1  t  lists the transfers agreed am. 
inaludes amounts offset as wen  as actual payments.  Adding these two 
figures together gives the totaJ. of agree:i transfers - m.J 491 e61 312. - 8  -
Table  1 
Calculation of  Stabex  transfer  bases  for  the  1987  year  of application 
(in  ECU) 
Transfer  TB  after  Arti.174  TB  after 
b  •  Art.  164  Contribution Art.  174 
Country  Product  (;~;s  consulta- contribution 
t
. 
---------------------------~~~~--------~-L~----------------------------- Palm  kerne~ oil  3.368.740  3.109.065  3.109.065  Benin 
Burkina  Faso 
Burundi 
Shea  nuts  4.064.303  3.892.090  3.892.090 
Coffee  49.512.783  39.600.324  39.600.324 
Cocoa  38.739.187  38.739.187  77.999.643  20.739.504 
Coffee  83.176.774  66.300.207  66.300.207 
Cameroon 
Cameroon 
Cent.  Afr. 
Cent.  Afr. 
Rep.  Coffee  23.305.640  23.305.640  23.305.640 
Rep.  Cotton  6.034.781  4.142.877  4.142.877 
Comoros 
Comoros 
Cote  d'Ivoire 
Cote  d'Ivoire 





Equit.  Guinea 








Papua  New  Guinea 




Vanilla  6.140.503  2.650.241  2.650.241 
Cloves  624.327  624.327  624.32t 
cocoa  39.608.021  39.60a.o:u  39.608.021 
Coffee  196.728.130  129.976.035  77.805.107  112.170.928 
Wood  76.787.451  76.787.451  76.787.451 
Coffee  92.957.934  92.951.934  92.951.934 
Groundnuts  4.135{477  602.083  602.083 
Groundnut  oil  2.515\555  1.781.094  1.781.094 
Cocoa  ·  979.036  919.036  979.036 
Cocoa  5.358.070  5.358.070  5.358.070 
Coffee  461.750  160.135  160.135 
Coffee  64.115.405  64.115.405  23.195.412  40.979.993 
Copra  1.628.270  ·, .264.840  f .264.840 
Mohair  4.944.041  4.944:041  4.944.041 
Cloves  5.950.285  5.950.28.5  2.108.793  3.841.492 
Tea  15.452.535  15.452.535  75.452  .• 535 
Cotton  3.049.149  3.049.149  3.049.149 
Tea  2.071'.961  2.077.961  2.071 .9tH 
Copra  products  17.528  .. 364  17.528.364  8.352.610  9.175.754 
Palm  products  24.437.814  24.036.061  24.036.061 
Coffee  26.137.772  26.137.772  26.137.772 
Hides  and  skins  604.392  604.392 
Tea  9.193.959  9. 793.959 




















Palm  products  5.230.334  5.230.334 
Cocoa  742.416  607.222 
Copra  oil  4.321.090  4.321.090 
Wood  in  the  rough  447.834  113.864 
Groundnut  products  49.046.405  25.517.517  22.748.332 
Groundnuts  6.135.729  6.135.729 
Cotton  32.69~.257  32.699.257 
Cocoa  5.958.451  5.958.451 
Coconuts  122.862  122.862 
Copra  oil  1.547.682  1.292.314 
Copra  121;137  20.739 













TOTAL  932.489~524 803.445.878  t76.245.998 687.199.880 
·----------- 9  -
Table  2 
Article  155  reductions  and  calculation of  Stabe~ trans1ers 
for  the  1987  year  of  application 
Cin  HU) 
TB  after  Art.  155(3)  TB  after  •ransfers 
Country  Product  Art.  174  reductions  ArL  155(3)  (actual 
_____ -------------------------:--------=-..  ~,-~.9LU  r i~Y!i~t1-------------t~dY£t.iQ.'1~-J2.~1!!.~.!lU)  __ 
Benin  Palm  kernel  Oll  l  3.109.065  66.542  3.04~.523  U.97U.214 
Burkina  Faso  Shea  nuts  3.892.090  65.730  3.~26.360  2.479.053 
Burundi  Coffee  39.600.324  1.753.497  37.846.827  24.520.506 
cameroon  Cocoa  20.739.504  8.295.802  12.443.702  8.062.126 
cameroon  Coffee  66.300.207  13.371.441  52.928.766  34.29U.914 
Cent.  Afr.  Rep.  Coffee  23.305.640  613.014  22.6g2.626  14.702.281 
Cent  Afr  Rep  Cotton  4.142.877  157.525  3.985.352  2.582.062 
Como"ros  •  •  Vanilla  2.650.241  145.296  2.504.945  1.622.924 
Comoros  Cloves  624.327  624.327  404.494 
Cote  d' Ivoi re  Cocoa  39.608.021  15.843·.208  23.764.rtn3  15.396.938 
Cote  d'Ivoire  Coffee  12.170.928  27.097.956  85.072.972  55.VU7.760 
cote  d'Ivoire  Wood  76.787.451  13.742.487  63.044.964  40.846.0P7 
Ethiopia  Coffee  92.951.934  4.706.584  68.245.350  S7.V73.V06 
Gambia  Groundnuts  602.083  602.083  390.082 
Gambia  Groundnut  oil  1.781.094  ¥.78V.094  1.¥53.949 
Grenada  Cocoa  919.036  919.036  595.432 
Equit.  Guinea  Cocoa  5.358.070  229.293  5.028.771  3.322.873 
Equit.  Guinea  Coffee  16~.¥35  U60.135  103.750 
Kenya  Coffee  40.919.993  13.915.065  27.004.928  17.496.V70 
Kiribati  Copra  1.264.840  V.264.840  8V9.475 
Lesotho  Mohair  4.944.041  97.041  4.847.000  3.140.313 
Madagascar  ·Cloves  3.841.492  141.192  3.700.300  2.397.380 
Malawi  lc~  15.452.535  688.609  14.763.926  9.565.31V 
Mali  Cotton  3.049.149  914.745  :Z.U34.404  1.382.655 
Mozambique  Tea  2.071.961  7U.961  2.000.000  1.295.776 
Papua  New  Guinea  Copra  products  9.175.754  382.476  8.793.278  5.697.060 
Rwanda  Coffee  26.137.772  1.713.323  24.424.449  15.824.308 
Rwanda  Hides  and  skins  604.392  604.392  391.578 
Rwanda  Tea  9.193.959  326.899  8.867.060  5.744.862 
Solomon  Islands  Copra  8.631.960  241.814  8.390.146  5.435.875 
Solomon  Islands  Palm  products  5.230.334  162.353  5.067.981  3.283.484 
Western  Samoa  Cocoa  607.222  607.222  393.412 
Western  Samoa  Copra  oil  4.321.090  134.673  4.V86.417  2.712.329 
Western  Samoa  Wood  ;n  the  rough  113.864  VU~.664  73.771 
Senegal  Groundnut  products  2.769.185  U.Y07.674  U.66V.599  V.076.473 
Sudan  Grounanuts  6.135.729  174.108  5.961.629  ~.662.463 
Chad  Cotton  32.699.257  909.515  39.769.?42  20.596.193-
Togo  Co.coa  5.  958. 451  468.827  5.  489.624  :J .5561662 
Tonga  Coconuts  122.862  U~2.862  79.60r 
Tonga  Copra·oil  1.292.314  U.292.~U4  837.275 
Tuvalu  Copra  20.739  20.?39  U3.437 
Vanuatu  Copra  7.937.958  216.485  7.72U.473  5.002.850 
TOT/\L  587.199.880  107.755.¥35 579.444.745 375.415.314 - 10  -
Tabl.e  3 
Stabex  transfers  agreed  Jo.r  the  1987  year  of  application 




(in  ECU) 
Art.  174  Transfers 
contributionagreed 
------------------------------------~~------------------------------------
Benin  Palm  kernel oil  1.971.214  1.971.214 
Burkina  Faso  Shea  nuts  2.479.053  2.479.053 
Burundi  Coffee  ~4.520.506  24.520.506 
Cameroon  Cocoa  8.062.126  17.999.683  26.061.809 
cameroon  Coffee  34.291.914  34.291.914 
Cent.  Afr.  Rep.  Coffee  14.702.281  14.702.281 
,..  t  Af  R  Cotton  2.582.052  2.582.062  ,,en  •  r.  ep.  ll  Comoros  Vani  a  1.522.924  1.622.924 
Comoros  Cloves  404.494  404.494 
Cote  d'Ivoire  Cocoa  15.396.938  75.395.938 
Cote  d'Ivoire  Coffee  55.117.760  17.805.107  72.922.867 
Cote  d'Ivoire  Wood  40.846.077  40.846.077 
Ethiopia  Coffee  57.173.106  57.173.106 
Gambia  G  roundnut s  390  · 082  390.082 
Gambia  Groundnut  oil  1.153.949  1.153.949 
Grenada  Cocoa  595.432  595.432 
Equit.  Guinea  Cocoa  3.322.873  3.322.873 
Equit.  Guinea  Co~fee  103.750  103.750 
Kenya  coffee  17.496.170  23.195.412  40.691.582 
Kiribati  Copra  819.475  819.475 
Lesotho  Mohais;.  3.140.3Y3  3.140.313 
Madagascar  Cloves  ~-~9Z.380  2.108.793  4.506.173 
Malawi  TP.a  9.565.371  9.565.371 
Mali  Cotton  1.302.855  1.382.855 
Mozambique  ·lea  1.295.776  1.295.776 
Papua  New  Guinea  Copra  products  5.697.060  8.352.610  14.049.670 
Papua  New  Guinea  Palm  products  24.036.061  24.036.061 
Rwanda  Coffee  15.824.308  15.824.308 
Rwanda  Hides  and  skins  391.578  397.578 
Rwanda  Tea  5.744.862  5.744.862 
SolomOl  Islands  Copra  5.435.875  5.435.875 
Solomon  Islands  Palm  products  3.283.484  3.283.484 
Western  Samoa  Cocoa  393.•412  393.4..,2 
Western  Samoa  Copra  oil  2.712.329  2.712.329 
Western  Samoa  Wood  in  the  rough  73.771  73.771 
Senegal  Groundnut  products  1.076.473  22.748.332  23.824.805 
Sudan  G  roundnut s  3. 862. 463  3. 862.463 
Chad  Cotton  20.596.193  20.596.193 
Togo  Cocoa  3.556.662  3.556.662 
Tonga  Coconuts  79.601  79.601 
Tonga  Copra  oH  837.275  837.275 
Tuvalu  Copra  13.437  13.437 
Vanuatu  Cop_ra  5.002.650  5.002.650 
--------------------------------- -- \  TOTAL  - ----;;;~~~;~;;~-;;~~;~;~~~;-~~;~~~~;;~-- 11  -
16. Aggregate  results  for  each  recipient  country  for  the  year  concerned are  as  follows: 
ACP  State 




Papua  New  Guinea 
8urundi 
Senegal 










Equatorial  Guinea 
Western  Samoa 
Lesotho 












Transfers  paid 
,__.  .... 


















3.,  40.313 
2.479.053 
2.027.418 









Transfers  agreed 
129.165.882 
60.353.723 
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As  the  table  shows,  the  chief transfer  recipient  was  Cote  d'Ivoir~which 
vttracted more  than  a  quarter  of  the total.  Three  recipients  accounted  for 
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17. Aggregate  results  by  product  were  as  follows: 
Product  TransfE'rs  paid  Transfers  agreed 
1.  Coffee  -p19.229:l95  -·- 260.230.314 
2.  Cocoa  31.327.443  49.327.126 






- Groundnut  products 
- Palm  products 
- Copra  products 
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Coffee  alone  accounted  for  more  than  half  the  amount  distributed while  other 
products  whose  price fell  significantly  in  comparison  with  previous years 
(cocoa,  oil  crops,  cotton and  tea)  accounted  for  much  smaller  transfers. 
Moreover,  in  addition to  toffee  and  cocoa,  all these  products  had  already 
attracted  large  transfers  in  the  1986  application year.  Oil  crop  prices 
actually  rose  in 1987,  but  1986  was  a  very  bad  year  and  they  remained 
far  short  of  1985,  and  especially 1984,  levels. 
18.  Although  the  amounts  transferred  represented  only  a  proportion of  the 
loss  of  earnings  recorded  in  1987,  they  nonetheless  contributed significantly 
to  the  export  revenues  of  ACP  States.  ThUs  total  transfers amounted  to 
around  one  third of  export  earnings  from  all products  for  countries  such 
as  Burundi,- Vanuatu  and  Western  Samoa  and  almost  a  quarter  for  Rwanda. 
The  additional  revenue  provided  by  Stabex  is particularly significant 
when  measured  in  relative  terms  i.e.  compared  to  the  revenue  derived  from 
the  export  of  a  given product.  In  several  cases,  transfers approached 
or  even  exceeded  1987  export  earnings: 
... 
ACP  State  Product  Transfer/earnings  1987(%) 
-----
Tonga  Coconut  +  copra  oil  70 
Western  Samoa  Copra  oil  76 
Vanuatu  Copra  88 
Solomon  Islands  Palm  products  100 
Solomon  Islands  Copra  123 
Sudan  Groundnuts  125 
Cent.  Afr.  Rep.  Coffee  137 
Benin  Patm  kernel  oH  174 
Lesotho  Mohair  275 
Burkina  Fa so  Shea  nuts  568 - 13-
These  high  ratios  are  partly explained by  the  fact  that  export  levels  for 
some  products  are  fairly  low  and  fluctuate  considerably  from  one  year 
to  another.  Thus  when  low  market  prices  <basically  affecting oil crops and  coffee) 
are  accompanied  by  specific  sectoral difficulties,  the  drop  in exports 
may  be  substantial,  resulting in  relatively high  transfers. 
However,  Stabex  transfers  can  also account  for  a  significant percentage 
of  earnings  from  major  export  goods: 
ACP  State  Product  Transfer/Earnings 
Burundi  Coffee  49 
Rwanda  Coffee  18 
Rwanda  Tea  46 
Malawi  Tea  41 
Ethiopia  Coffee  31 
Cameroon  Coffee  20 
Cote  d' Ivoi re  Coffee  16 
Cote  d'Ivoire  Wood  22 
lV.  Replenishment  of  resources 
1987<:\:> 
19.  The  Commission  continued its  investigation of  the  repayment  conditions  referred to 
in  Article  43  of  the  second  Convention  for  transfers  under  Lome  II.  The 
investigation  focused  on  1981-87  transfers  (~ordinary" years  and  distribution of 
the  remaining  Lome  II  appropriation>. 
ACP  State  Product  Payment  year  Amount  in  ECU 
Fiji  Copra  oil  1981  842.296 
" 
08  1982  510.549 
"  "  1983  786.48V 
"  ..  1986  470.::118 
Ghana  Cocoa  products  1982  25.606.655 
"  "  1984  31. 160.673 
"  "  7986  16.357. V58 
Kenya  Coffee  1987  U3 .779.130 
Madagascar  Sisal  7984  U  .4tH .636 
II  Coffee  1986  , .7 V7., 39 
"  Vanilla  1986  395.039 
Papua  New  Guinea  Cocoa  1986  , .721.7075 
II  Copra  products  1986  U.270.49t 
None  of  these  transfers  gave  rise  to  a  repayment  obligation. 
20.  Actual  repayment  in  1988  of  transfers  under  the  second  Lome  Convention 
amounted  to  a  total of  ECU  144  085  369. 
5out  of  a  total of  ECU  2  863  547. - 14  -
The  economic  situation of  these  countries  was  such  that  replenishment 
was  made  under  the  more  favourable  provisions of  Article  174(2)  of  the 
present  Convention: 
- by  direct  repayment  to  the  system: 
ACP  State 
Papua  New  Guinea 
Amount  in  ECU 
902  077 
-·  by  deduction  from  transfer  rights  <with  discounting of  amounts  not  yet  due 
- <seepoint12): 
ACP  State 
Cameroon 
Cote  d'Ivoire 
Kenya 
Madagascar 
Papua  New!Guinea 
Senegal 
- by  payment  in  local  currency: 
ACP  State 
Madagascar 








Amount  in  ECU 
1  559  733 
The  only  rema1n1ng  transfers  paid under  Lome  II still covered  by  the  replenishment 
arrangements  and  for  which  the  replenishment  conditions  have  been  met  are  two  transfers 
received  by  Jamaica .for  bananas  amou~ting to  ECU  4  295  408. 
lhe  repayment  conditions  for  transfers  in  the  first  two  years of  applicat~on of 
the  third  ACP-EEC  Convention  which  were  covered  by  the  replenishment  arrangements 
and  paid  in  1986-87,  were  not  met.  The  transfers  were: 
ACP  State  Product  Year  of  payment  Amount  in  ECU  ------
Senegal  Groundnut  products  1986  27.567.437 
Cote  d'Ivoire  Wood  in  the  rough  1987  4.907.781 
II  II  Wood  8.590.719 
F i j i  Copra  oil  263.918 
Mauritius  Tea  2.950.299 
Parua  New  Guinea  Copra  7.569.597 
II  Copra  oil  17.067.636 
II  Palm  products  21.764.451 
Senegal  Groundnut  products  54.567.358 - 15 -
v.  Utili  ozaticm of t:ra.nsfers 
21.  Under Artiales 170 and 171  of ·the third ACP-EEC  Convention.  the 
proca:lure for monitoring the utilization of transfers has lb8mll  ~oroed. 
Be£ore receiving any pg.yrnent,  the ACP  States now have to provide the 
Commission with "substantia.l information" on the programmes  and operations 
to which they undertake to allocate the transfers.  For its part,  the 
Commission has to ensure that these programnes comply with the obj60tives 
of the system.  Post-payment control of the utliization of  tra.nslfran~ lhas 
a.lso been strengthenOO.;  henceforth, if ACP  States do oot prssoo.t 
utilization reports or if these reports ca.ll for oomme:nt  the ~em. 
can, in certain oases.  suspend application of deatsion on ~t 
transfers. 
22.  The provisions of Artiales 170-171 of the COnvention l'aqUirs 
ACP  States to make an additiona.l effort in present.i.ng alloootion decisions 
a.rrl  provide for the COrmnission  to participate at this stage of the transfer 
utilization monitoring process;  however,  this has tended to sloo dowim 
implementation of transfer decisions under the present~  Omwmtioo. 
Right from  the start (1985 a.pplioa.tion year). several paymants were del&~ 
after the Commission's decision beoa.use  of l.a.ak of info:rrn&ticm  em 
utilization programmes:  the same  t.h1.ng  oocurred 'the following ~. Oat 
of a  total of 68 transfers over ~e  two years,  pa.ymant  of llltON)  th!m a 
third (26 - 9  in 1985 and 16 in 1986) was  d.ela.yed,  despits tba ~·!Sl 
traditionally quick response time. 
23.  There was same  improvemant with transfers for the 1l.S67  &~ootioo 
yea:r:  by the end of January 1989 all transfers exoept ana had!. :bsan made. 
and only 9  had :been delayEd more ~  jiwo months after the d&ts oll tbs 
decision or the si~  of the transfer BgreEli'Rant. 
There are two  reasons for this aha.nge: 
(i) an :tnoreasing number of ACP  States have more experieooa of ths present 
Convention's requirements rega.rding transfer utillze.tion.  JMoreover,  same 
1987 transfers did little more  than supplement the f:i.na.naing of operations 
already the target of prev.Lous transfers;  : 
(ii) recipient oountries and the Commission have esta.bl.ished iOOnitoring 
procedures for the utilization of transferred resou:roes whl.oh  allow pa.~t 
to be kept separate from actual disbursement.  Thus transfers al'e paid into 
spec.ia.l accounts (interest-boo.ri.ng where :roeoessary) which &1'S  only debited, 
once a.  dooision has been taken on the operations they &re liitaant to finance; 
this often involves close collaJ:x)ration with the Ccmmdssicm.  ~to  the 
extent of oountersigni.ng debit orders for the aooounts ho~  tbs 
transfers. - 16 -· 
However,  the speOO.  at which f'u.rrls  are made a.va11 able to ICP States is not 
always matched hy the speai at wh!ab.·a.ppropria.te }D.'Ojeots or p:rogi'8DIIIeS  &1'9 
identifiei. 
24.  In theory,  the proce:lure has two  advantages.  · Firstly. the transfers 
reach the recipient CO\lntries quickly, directly benefiting the ba1.lmoe of 
payments ani a.void.:ing delays from having to su1:an1 t  detallei ut1 1  1  mtion 
progr8lllmeS requiring review by the Coromission.  Secondly,  the Comdss:l.on 
can monttor whether the use made of transfer payments is in lUle with 
system objectives, without it be.ing necessary to request information 
(fre:ruently not given) or resort to Artiole 171(3) of the Convention 
(suspension of sul::sequent transfers). 
It goes without saying that this proceiure (first app.l.ie:i to the 1986 
transfers) does not exempt  ACP  States,  except in very speoifio oases,  fl'CIIl 
having to submit reports on the actual utilization of transfers. 
Furthermore,  in the last two  application years this method of ~ 
transfers has only been appllei to twelveP countries,  atxi not necessarily 
to all the fu:rrls  tra.nsferre:i in each case. 
25.  Annex  1  provides a.  summary  of all operations fina.noEd  frcml  St.abex 
transfers for the first three years of Lc:lm9  III a.n:i iD:lica.tes the 
conii  tions UIXler which the p3.yments  took plaoe.  '!be Commission's 
information comes  from  three different. sources:  transfer ut111 zation 
reports,  ut111za.tion commitments  prior to payment,  atxi other informa.tion 
such as that which the Carmnission or its country representatives obta.:l..n in 
the course of managing speo:L.aJ.  aocounts. 
26.  A1 th.ough the accuracy and quaJ.i  ty of this informa.tion can vary 
considerahly, it does allow a  prelim1na.ry assessment of the types of 
O:pf'..ration to which transfers have been alloca.tei.  Thus Annex 2  shows 
transfer allocation by recipient sector on a.n initial a..llooa.tion basis or. 
in ccises where the funis have been transferred in their entirety.  7  their 
reportei utilization.  However,  the picture is far from  olea.r in that it is 
often very hard to identify the sector benefiting from  an operation 
(e.g.  rura..l  road works);  iixieei,  the very concept of "sector" is not 
nooessa.rily appropriate (beans in Ethiopia  ...  she9. nuts, eto.).  In  addition~ 
the fungible nature of budgetary resou:rceso means  that the identification 
of fina.naing sources for the measures desori.l::lei in recipient country 
budgets has only !Irlioa.tive value. 
.I. 
-
6  out of a  total of 32. 
7  Ani when the Commission has been infor.med.,  e.g.  through a 
utilization report (see point 29). 
8  Identification is much  easier where convert.tble currencies are involvai. t'?c''  I  ____  .... 
\.s{~  -·  17-
None  the less,  even if the :information is not as a.ooura.te as it  might be. 
it does give a.  gene:raJ.  idea. of the aJ..location of funds transferred. 
(a.)  Approx:l.ma.tely  three-quarters of· the total was  allocated to the seotors 
:in which the cause of the transfers lay. and more  than 80%  to the 
agi·icul  tura.l export sector generally: 
(b) a.grioultu.re  (inolud.UJg the a.gr.i-focxi in::lustries) acooun.ted. for more 
·than 9~, the rema.inder being allooate:i to other economio aotivi  ties 
(in::lustry,  mini.ng) or socia.l activities (suh9idized housi:Dg.  tra:lni"lt); 
(c) even when sums were not allocate:! to production or marketing aotivities 
1.."1  the sector directly concerned by the transfer,  they still cams  Uilder the 
broad heading of "diversification" a.ni as such absorbed slightly liDOO.'e  tban. 
a  quarter of the transfer totaJ.. 
27.  The .fQm of tra.nsfer-financei operations varied considerably.  Here.  a 
distinction should be made  between operations finanood. with foreign 
currency and those finanoed. with local currency. 
In the first case,  there is enoug'.h  information to identify the f~  of 
agrioultura.l input imports (seed,  fertilizers,  other ahemioa.l products), 
agricul  tura.l machinery,  raw  ma.teria.ls for agrioul  ture or the agri-food 
industries,  or agrioul  tural. vehicles. 
Loc-al currency operations usually  .. involve supporting produoer prices am. 
covering the local costs of bui.ld.ing and m!rlntai.n:ing l'aw mtaris.J. 
processing plants and rural. infrastructure. 
Generally spea.king,  however.  the information available on ut:U1mticm tends 
to overlook this distinction :between foreign and 100&1 ~ 
expend!  ture9 - the latter being counterpart funds oorresponding to tba 
foreign ourre:noy resources which· have not been allooo.ted. to opar&ticms 
dirootJ.y compatible with the system's objeotives.lO 
28.  The institutional framework within which measures are oa.rried. oot is 
another aspect of the allocation of :f'unds which is very variable.  In some 
cases,  the NJP State itself f:Ulances specific operations in prOO.uotive 
sectors through its general investment (or operating) budget.  In other 
cases.  semi-publio .bodies such as ca.1sses de stah111 sation or !6B.rke~ 
Boards implement the progranunes. 
-------· 
9  This distinction is not always relevant,  e.g.  countries in the 
franc zone. 
10  Tht"'....r.e  are some  major  exception<~ to th.i.s rule (of.  transfers to 
Sudan). - 18 -
'Ihc projects f1.na.IloErl  ma.y  be new  JI!'Ojeots,  made possihle thanks to 
t:ransfers,  or existing projects,  J.nclud.ing projects ocrf:lm.nced by tbe 
Community  or other donors.  It is in the latter oa.99 that ~ty  has 
became  a.  serious prablen. 
VI.  Transfer utilization reports 
29.  As mentione:i e.bove,  the provisions of Artiol.e 171 of the  r.ame  Convention oblige NJP  States to subnit reports on the ut1l1zatio:n of 
transferred ftm::1s withlll twelve mont"b.s  of the ~  of the transfer 
agreements. 
As at the eiXl of January 1989,  the Commission had still not reoeived some 
transfer utilization reports for the 1985 a.rd 1986 a.pplloa.tions years.  'DJe 
following reports a.re due: 
A.m;ll1ca.tion year.  ACE_S_tate.  Produot 
1985  Benin  Palm kernel oil 
"  Guinea.-Bissau  Palm nutsll  ..  II  Cotton 
"  Ta.nza.nia.  Cotton 
" 
II  cashew mts 
II  II  Sisal 
1986  Cent.  Afr.  Rep.  Cotton 
COte d'  Ivoire  Wood  in the rough  I 
Gambia  Groundnuts 
II  Grolmdnut oil 
Malawi  Tea 
Mali  Cotton 
Papua New  Guinea.  Copra. 
II  Copra oil 
II  Palm products 
SUd.a.n  Grolmdnuts 
"  Grolmdnut oil 
II  Oiloake 
11  II  Sesame see:1 
"  Tuvalu  Copra. 
"  Va.rruatu  Copra 
"  Western Samoa  Copra 
II  II  Wood in the rough 
-
11 The Commission does have same  infornation on the utilization of this 
transfer. - 19 -
The Commission also received sew>....ra.l  ~t1  aJ  ut111zaticm :&'SpOX'ts: 
Applioa.tion ~.r 
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30.  In addition.  same  transfer utilization reports relating to the raeooni 
ACP-EEXJ  Convention have still not been transmitted by the J.C'SO.i]piant  !States 
deb'J)i te regul.ar remind.ers from the Commission.  As at tbe and of 
January 1989,  a  number of countries had still not sent the Oommissian any 
report whatsoever on the utilization of transfers arising fi."'llil  the 1982-84 
application years and the a.llocaticm of the rema.i.n:iqg  Sta.bax w.l.f\lli10® UD!er 
Lc:Jme  II: 
Ap,plioa.tion 'if¥"' 
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31.  As  regards transfer utilization reports for LaritS  III. the Ccnmti ss1 on 
not only remii1ds  ACP  States which are late in su.1:::1m:ttting  reports of their 
oontra.otua.l obligations, but a.lzo  frequently comments  on the repm-ts which 
are sul:mittei am may  request additiona.l infor:ma.tion em.  ~  operations 
described. 
12 This report concerns the utilization of the transfer sdva.noa 
(EL'U  2.6 mil11on). -20-
Al  th.oug'h  the Commission has so far never had to apply the prooedure l&id  ' 
down in Artial.e 171(3) of the Convention,  payment  of the h9Janoe of tbe 
transfer due after an advance was  delayed in the case of Mal.1  (1986 
transfer) am,  in addition, a  number of HJP  States were recently told that 
delays in presenting transfer utilization reports oould result in susperxlErl 
application of deoisions on sul::sequent  transfers for the 1988 application 
yea:r. -·  21  -
ANNEXES 
1.  Information on the utilization of I..am9  III Stabex transfers 
2.  Ut1J1 zation of I£nne  III Sta.beK:  transfers - allocation by seotor 
3. List of transfers for the 1975-87 application yeam. UTILISATION  DES  TRANSFERTS  STABEX  LCNE  I I I 
UI'ILIZATION  OF  1HE  LCNE  I II  STABEX.  TRANSFERTS 
(1)  Rapport  d'utilisation 
Utilization  report 
NOTE  Source  des  informations 
Source  of  information 
(2)  Engagement  d'utilisation (avant  les  versements) 
Utilization Commitments  (before  the  pa~ents) 
(3)  Correspondance  (apr~s  les  versements) 
Correspondence  (after  the  pa~ents) 
(4)  Suivi  des  d!boursements 
Monitoring  of  the  disbursements 




Pays/produ It  Conditione  de pal.-.nt 
Country/product  Poymont  cond I  t1  ons 
1. rmml 
- huiiQ  de  palmlete  1985  Gouv~rnfl~Nnt 
(3.454.686 ecus) 
-hulls de  palmlste  1986  compte  bloque  opeclal  ovec 
(3.589.471  ecus)  double  signature 
(versement  en  julllet 1988) 
- tourt~aux d'oleoglneux  jcompt~ bloque 
'1986  (1.395.535 ecus) 
- huile de  palmiote  1987  !compte  bloque 
(1.971.214 ecus) 
2.  t=l!Jjl~~ 
- coton  1986 
(1.782.G13  0cus) 
- graineo  de  oeo~ 1986 
(364.879  ecus) 
- nolx  de  karite  1986 
(2.690.995 ecus) 
- noix  de  korite  1987 
(2.479.053 ecus) 
compto  ~loqu@ sp0clal  avec 
doubl@  olgnoture 
(vora~nts a partir 
cb julllet 1988) 
Affectation- Utilisation 




rehobllltotion des plantations cafe/cacao  (10  ~) 
secteur palmier a hulle  (cf.  trancfert huile de  palmists  1986) 
.  secteur  polaler a huile  (98 %)  (cf.  tronsfert huile de  palmlste  1986) 
•  oppul  oux  structures odminlstrotlveo chargees  du  dossier Stabex  (2 S) 
~  :  Aucun  debour5ement a partir du  compte  bloque n'est  intervenu a ee 
jour,  cor  les Autorltes du  Benin  envlsageraient  ds  ~difier le plan 
d'utlllsation et affecter  lee  fonds a des  actions dana  le cadre du 
progr~ d'ojustemsnt structur0l  en  =ours. 
La  pluo  grande  partie des  fonds  (1.772  ~llllona CFA  aur  2.556,7 millions) 
a  ote  revereee  : 
a I@  Caisse  cb stabilisation deo  prix doa  prodults ogricolos  (CSPPA) 
pour  le  flnone~nt do  Ia  construction d'sntrepOts et  de Gou9flerlem 
pour  le nottoyoge  du  aeoODS  ot  l'ochot  du  cateriol  de  transport 
1.150  ~llllons FCFA)  · 
a Ia Societe  bur~inobe des  fibres  textiles  (SOfiTEX)  pour  lo 








'  v 
CAl Pays/prodult 
Country/product 
3.  I:!IJ;\!l~I•U 
- cafe  1987 
(24.520.506 ecus) 
4.  l'W8:3;ioll!~! 
- cacao  1987 
(8.062.126  ecus) 
- cafe 1987 
(34.291.914 ecus) 
5.  tcJ:!!m;p:~;u·rna 
- coton  1986 
(1.681.896 ecus) 
- cafe  1987 
(14.702.281  ecus) 
- eaton  1987 
(2.582.062 ecus) 
Condition; de  paleaent 
Payaant  conditions 
compte  bloque 
Aucun  deboursement  n'est 
lntervenu evant  Ia  fin  1988 
compte  bloque  special 
(versement  en  janvier 
1989) 
versement a Ia  Societe 
centrafrlcalne du  develop-
pement  agrlcole  (SOCADA) 
versement a Ia  Caisse de 
stabilisation et de 
perequatlon des  prix 
compte  du  Gouvernement 
destine au  flnancement  du 
programme  d'ajustement  structure! 
Affectation- Utilisation 
Allocation- utilization 
•  secteur  cafe (env.  72 S) 
- achot  d'equipeaents pour  le  ~tockage et  le triage du  cafe 
- aehGt  d'lntronta 
- achct  de  ~~~ateriel  de  transpart 
- flnancement  des  travaux de  construction des  uslnes  de  lavage 
- foraation,  suivl,  evaluation 
- amenagement  des  pistea  rurales 
- •programme  de  reconversion  cafelere• du  Departement  d'Agronomle 
•  participation au  programme  de  diversification des  cultures 
d'exportation  (coton,  the,  qulnquinna)  cofinance avec  Ia  CCCE  et  Ia  BEl 
Lo  presque  totalite des  fonds  est affectee oux  diverses  actions  dons  le 
secteur  du  cafe/cacao  ;  certaines actions concernent 
egalement  Ia  production  du  the et des  cultures vivrieres  : 
achat  d'lntrants cafe/cacao  (22 S) 
aprogrammes  de  reforms  du  sous-secteur  engrais~ {17  S) 
amenogement  des  plates ruralas  (14 %) 
financement  des  I ignes  de  credit  (32 X)  pour  : 
-materiel  d'equipement  des  cooperatives 
-creation des  exploitations agricoles de  moyenne  importance 
- modernisation  des  usines cafe/the 
primes  pour  creation/regeneration des  plantations  (6  ~) 
aide aux  jeunes  ogrlculteurs  (4 S) 
programmes  d'amelloration  des  semences  et plants cafe/cacao  (4 S) 
•amelioration du aulvl  des  statlstlques et problemos  relatlfs 
au  Stabex•  (1  I) 
flnancement  de  l'achat  du  coton  aux  producteura 
flnanceeent  de  l'achat du  cafe aux  productours 
affectation oux  fonds  de sou·t len  cafe dans  le 
codre  du  programme  d'ajuatement  structure! 
flnancement  de  l'achat  du  eaton aux  producteurs 












- glrofl<a  1985 
(2.058.2152  QCUO) 
- girofle  1986 
(2.977.156 ecus) 
- girofie  1987 
(404.494 ecus) 
- vonlile  1987 
(1.622.924 ecus) 
7.  cQ.TE~ Q  ·-pioJREJ 
- bois brute  1985 
(4.907.781  6cus) 
- bois  1986 
(8.590.719 ecus) 
- bois  1987 
(40.846.077 ecus) 
I 
Condltlefto  do  palc=ent 
Po~nt condltlona 
Coiapt<il  du  ~vorneoont 
Compte  du  Gouvernement 
Compte  du  Gouvernement 
Versemsnt a to  Col$ae 
outonome  d'omortissement 
(CAA),  ehorg~e de  to  geo-
tion  6a  l'ensemble de  io 
dette publique  o~terieur0 
veroement  a I  o  CAA 
versem0nt o lo  CAA 
Aff0etotion- Utllleotlcn 
Allocation- Utiiizotlon 
•  vera~nt a Ia  Col~sQ do  etoblllootlon pour  Is soutlen des 
prix de  vontiiG,  glroflo,  ylang-ylong,  coprah  (59 S) 
•  roehsrche  agrlcole pour  dlvoraifieotion et  fortilicotion doa 
solo  (12,5 Z) 
•  brenforcement  des  infrostruetureo  ~·oppui  ou  developpementR  {7,5 %) 
- formation,  encodrement 
- aaenogement  des piotee  ruroles 
•  aappul  oux  services  ruroux•  (30 Z) 
- hydroulique  rurole 
- programme  de  reforestation et  restaurotion des  sols 
versement a Ia Caisse de  stabilisation (50S). 
Le  rapport  d'utilisation fait  egaleaent  mention  de  toute une  ser•e 
d'actions  (recherche agricale,  oppui  aux  services ruraux- plonifi-
cation et stotistiques agricoles,  formation,  programmes  de 
developpement  rural  integre et  rehabilitation des  plantations de 
cocotiers) dont  te cout  total  s'eleve Q to  totolite du  tronsfert, 
en  contradiction ovec  le  finonc~t de  lo Caisse de  stobllisotion. 
Les  deux  tronsferts 1987  ont  ete offectes o Ia  Caisse de 
stobi llsation 
Tronsfert  offGCtQ  a I'OfficG dea  a~nces Gt  plants de  Vamoussoukro  pour 
le  finonc~nt da  lo  production ~  aemenc~s des  cultures vivrieres (riz, 
mciic) 
finoncomont  portio!  de  to  participo~lon de  Ia COte-d'Ivolre dons  lee 
projeta  : 
-plantations  lndustrielles  de  bois  d'oeuvre  (anv.  60  %) 
- rehobllltalton  du  secteur forestler- phose  preporotoire  (env.1e S) 
flnoncement  partlel  des  ope~atlona de  gestion des  forets hors  projets 
(sol de) 
finoncament  de  to  totollte de  lo  por~lclpatlon ivolrienne au  projet 
en  zone  de  savonea  (env.  19  ~) 
prise en  charge des  couts  locoux  de  plusieurs volets  (delimitation, 
surveillance,  OD8nogement,  plantations nouvelles,  entretien des 









' Pays/produ It 
Country/product 
- cacao  1987 
(15.396.938  ecus) 
- cafe  1987 
(55.117.760  ecus) 
8.  l!liW:!Jp 
- coffee  1985 
(21,119,708 ecus) 
-beons  1985 
(6,968,238 ecus) 
- beans  1986 
{6,344,738 ecus) 
Conditions  de  paleaent 
Payment  conditions 
Versement o Ia  CAA  pour 
reversement o Ia  Caisse 
de stab  II i sat I  on 
Cf.  transfert cacao  1987 
Payments  made  to  the 
Notional  Bonk  of  Ethiopia 
See  1985 transfers 
Affectation- Utilisation 
Allocation- utilisation 
•regiement  des  charges  de  stabilisation auprea  des  operateurs de  Ia 
flliere permettant  ainsi  d'amorcer  Ia  campagne  1988/89•. 
Cf.  transfert cacao  1987. 
Le  rapport  d'utllisation de  l'avance payee  sur  ce  transfert 
(20 millions d'ecus) precise  le  type des  depenses  de  lo 
Caisse de  stabilisation pendent  Ia  campagne  :  transport,  Ioyer  des 
magosins  de  stockage,  les  unites de  decortiquoge,  couverture 
partielle du  deficit des  operoteurs  de  to  flliere. 
Both  transfers were  used  for  the  following  activities  : 
coffee sector  (opp.  44 S) 
-purchase of  various  Items  for  different  projects 
- road  construction  in  coffee growing  areas 
- land  preparation 
- maintenance,  labour  and  other  costs 
pulses and  ollseeds sector  (app.  6 :) 
project operation and  maintenance  expenses, 
construction and  lobour  costs  : 
other  agricultural  activltes  (app.  15  S) 
- support  to animal  health services 
- extension of sheep  ranches 
purchase of  machinery  and  industrial  equiment  for  spice extraction, 
leather  and  shoes,  textile factories and  salt harvesting plant 
(opp.  14  S) 
It arises from  the  report on  the use  of  the  transfers  (July 1988), 
that  some  21  S of  the amount  transferred was  still to be spent 
for  completion of  the different project activles. 
pulses and  ollseeds sector  (opp.  45  S) 
- construction of storages 
- purchose of  equlpaent  and  materials 
- labour,  project operation,  maintenance,  management  and  control 
costs. 
coffee sector {opp.  53  S) 
See  1985  transfers,  except  for  rood  construction and  land 
preparation. 









- coUOG  1e87 
(57,173,106 acuo) 
9.  lmillll 
-copra ell  1985 
(263,916 acus) 
10.~ 
- groundnut  products 
1985  (4,721,625 ecuo) 
- o II  ca!tca  1985 
(20,525 oeuo) 
CondltiOftO  do  pOIGCOHt 
Payoont  eondltlono 
Soa  1985  trano1oro 
Government's  account 
Paymanto  to the  1orolgn 
o~chango account  of  the 
Control  Bank  of  Tho  Gambia 
Ag~octatlon- Utllloatlon 
Allocation- Utlli~atlon 
Tho  transfer~~~ allocated to: 
•  coffOG  oector  (42 Z) 
- e~iating projocto and  poaoant  dovolopcont  and  o~tonslon 
aervlcoa  ; 
- rood  construction 
-support to procooalng,  handling and  control  octivltios; 
•  other  agricultural  octivitios,  auch  as  boons  and  oiloeods 
production,  teo,  fruit and  vegotoblos  developmant,  oni~ol 
health control,  sheep  ranch  e~tcansion (24  %) 
industrial  (spice  e~troction, salt processing, 
textile,  leather,  pulp  and  paper  factories)  and  mining 
sectors  (28 %) 
institutional  support  for  communication  systems  and 
private and  cooperative exporters of  different  products 
(6 %) 
The  transfer  ~s used  to  finance  interost-froe  loons  to 
the  copra  producors,  through  tho  lending  account  of 
the GovernmGnt's  Consolidated  fund. 
Both  tranafora  ~oro allocated to: 
The  Gambia  produco  marketing  board  (~). in 
compensation  for  losses  incurred by  the Boord, 
for,  intor alia,  purchaoe of  fuol,  lubrlflants-
and  gortillzero  (80 %) 
The  Gambia  cooperative union  (GCU),  gor  tho 
union's  ratlonall~ation/irnprovemGnt  progr~. 
Including  support  to  field officoa and  purchaoQ 
of  vehlcl~s (15  %) 
Government's Consolidated  revenue  1und  (CRF),  as 
direct contribution to Government's  diversification 









- groundnutc  1986 
(3,3:50,728 ecus) 
- groundnut  oil  1986 
(1,328,737 ecua) 
- groundnuta  1987 
(390,082 ecus) 
- groundnut  oil  1987 
(1,153,949 ecus) 
1t. ®tl'!RI•P 
- cocoa  1986 
(371,379 ecus) 
- cocoa  1987 
(595,432 ecus) 
[E!IJJ~ij¢:1f}tJM  12. __  ....., .. 
- coton  1985 
(225.603 ecus) 
- noix  de  polmlste  1985 
(198.712 ecua) 
Conditions  do  pole.ent 
Payment  conditions 
See  1985  transfers. 
Special  accounts with  the 
Central  bonk  (in  local 
and  foreign  currency) were 
created to replace CFR 
allocation. 
Payment  to the Government's 
Consolidated  fund 
!see  1986  transfer 
Compte  du  gouvernement  en 
devises  ;  l'equlvoient en 
monnale  nationale est place sur  un 
compte o Bissau  (compte  •stabex•) 
cf.  transfert coton  1985 
Affectation- Utilisation 
Allocation- Utilisation 
All  the  transfers were  allocated to CPWB  (80 X), 
GCU  (15 S) and  to  the Government's  diversification 
programmes  (5 X).  The  Iotter  Is disbursed  through  the special 
Stabex  accounts 
cocoa  sector  (68 S),  as  po~ent to the Cocoa  association,  for  po~nt 
to the  cocoa  formers,  and  for  the Cocoa  rehabilitation project,  which 
aims  at  providing  farmers  with  Improved  species of  plants  ; 
fisheries  sector  (32 S),  as  assistance to the Artlsonol  Fian~ries 
project providing support  services (refrigeration and 
processing facilities). 
Cocoa  rehab I I I tot  I on  project 
Artisanal  fisheries project  ; 
banana  sector,  as  assistance to a  project  designed  to combat  diseases 
Agricultural  rehabilitation project,  which  promotes  the production of 
fruit,  vegetables  and  flowers 
a  rood  construction project. 
Un  montant  de  68 millions Pesos  gulneens  (equivalent  au  tronsfert en 
devises  au  moment  du  versement)  a  ete reverse au  "projet  coton•. 
Un  montant  d'envlron 320  millions de  pesos  a  ete verse o Ia  Societe 
d'etat  •Armazenc  do Povo•  (ADP)  au  titre de  Ia  compensation  des  pertes 
enreglstrees sur  les exportations en  1981-1986.  Ce  montant  comprend 
!'equivalent en  aonnale  notlonale des  transferts Lome  II et  le  tronsfert 
nolx  de  polmlste  1985  (ce dernler  represente env.  15,5 S  du  vereement). 
-~  :  en  raison de  Ia  depreciation de  Ia monnale  nationals entre  les 
!dates  des  versements  lnltlaux at  finals,  les beneflclaires des  transferts 
l(projet  eaton et ADP)  n'ont en  fait  re9u  qu'une  fraction des  transferts 













- copra  1e86 
(1,639,0SS  ~cuo) 
- copra  1987 
(819,475  ecus) 
16.  !10\f-"!•lli:•J 
-mohair  1987 
(3,140,313 ecus) 
11.  i:Wffit"'MM 
- girofle  1987 
(2.397.380 ecus) 
18.~ 
- tea  1986 
(2,370,156 ecus) 
- tea  1987 
(9,565,371  ecus) 
Condltlono  63  pai~nt 
Paycont  condltlonn 
Govern~nt'a  ~stobexa account 




(paid  In  January  1988) 
Special  Stobe~ account 
operated under  double  signature 
(payment  mode  in  dee.  1988) 
A~~octotion- utillootl~ 
Allocation- Utllloatlon 
The  transfer~ allocated  for  the stabilization purposes. 
It  ario~s froe  the  r~port on  the use  of  the  funds  (Nov.1988)  that 
opp.  J5 % of  t~ total  amount  ~s transferred to  the 
Kiribati  copra society  for  price stabilization. 
The  Government  still  Intends  to use  the balance  to support 
the  copra buying price. 
The  transfer  wos  also allocated to support  buying  prices. 
The  transfer was  alloccted  to  the mohair  and  wool  industries 
(closely  linked),  for  financing  different  operations  i.e. 
a  livestock  exchange  programme,  revolving  funds,  transport 
(including a  feosability study on  roods),  a  data  processing 
facility training,  small  stock  handling  facilities  and 
miscellaneous. 
Le  transfert  a  ete affecte au  Fonds  notional  pour  Ia developpement 
economique  (FNDE),  pour  le  financement  du  programme  de  diversifi-
cation des  prodults  d'exportation  (le  compl~ent de  financement 
est  demonde  au  FED  et  au  PNUD). 
The  transfer was  allocated to: 
•  t~a sector,  for  imports  of  agricultural  inputs  and  spare parts 
for  trucks  used  In  transporting tea,  construction of  access 
roods  In  tea growing  areas and  financing other  oervlcos  for  the 
tea  formers  ; 
•  coffee  s~ctor,  for  ~inonclng of  importations of  inputs  ; 
The  transfer  ~as allocated to: 
•  teo sector,  for  the small  holder  teo project, 
and  Its  local  components  such  os  the rehabilitation programme, 
a  price stobil ization  fund,  rood  rehabilitation,  a  building 
programme  and  different  payments  to  the  formers  (64  %)  ; 
other  sectors,  for  importation of  agricultural  inputs  for 
crops other  than  teo  (36  %) 
Soorce 
inforct~tion 











- arach16@e  1986 
(2.069.162 ecus) 
- erevettos  1986 
(388.231  ocum) 
1J.  j®WO!'fil:I(•IiTJ!~ 
- COCCO  1986 
(1,079.795 0cus) 
I - COCCO  1987 
1  (3.322.873 ecus) 
I 
I 
- cafe  1987 
(103.750 ecus) 
14.  l:mm 
- coffee  1987 
(17,496,170 eeus) 
Conditions  de  poloment 
Payment  conditions 
Compte  special  du  gouvcarnGQGnt 
.. en  devloes  (veraewcants  en  julllot 
1988) 
Compto  special o double 
signature oupres  du 
Tresor  Public 
Cf.  tronsfert  1986 




leo  tronsforts ont  ete o1foetee  aux  actions suivantes  : 
Importation  du  ~teriel et  travoux  d3  construction dec 
oagaslno  de  etockage  dss  produlte d'exportation  (10  %)  ; 
•  ieportation du  oateriel  de  eondltionneeent et  de 
tronsforeotlon  (broyeuses)  et  fongicides  (15 %)  ; 
achat  d'un  boe  destine a deeenclover  une  region  de 
production agricola  (22 %)  ; 
dotation  d'uns  calsee de  atoblllsotlon des  prix des 
orochides et  polmistes  qui  est appeiee o remplocer  dans 
eette fonetion  AD?  (33  ~)  ; 
amelioration des  installations portuolres de  Bissau 
(aolde). 
~  :  La  creation d'un nouveau  cogptca  destine o 
recevolr  lee  transferts  o  ete accompagnee  de  Ia  mise 
en  place du  Fonds  notional  du  devaloppement  (FND)  qui 
a  pour  fonction  de  decider  de  l'utlllsotion des  fonds 
de  contreportio genares  par  l~s flnancements  exterieurs. 
En  ce  qui  conesrne  le Stabex,  Ia  delegation  de  Ia  CCE 
fait  partie du  ecmite  de  gestion du  FND. 
Le  transfert o ete utilise dons  le seeteur  cacao,  pour  des 
subvsntionn a !'importation des  intronts  chimiques  et 
participation au  projet  de  rehabilitation du  cacao. 
recherche sur  Ia  reduction dos  coOts  de  production  ; 
participation ou  projet  ~cacootel•  ; 
•  achot  du  materiel  de  transport  ; 
financement  de  !'exoneration des  drolts a !'importation des 
inputs  cacao. 
flnoncement  de  Ia  reduction  des  taxes a !'exportation 
c1u  cafe. 
The  transfer was  allocated to  the Notional  cereals and 
produce  board  (NCPB)  for  the Cereals sector  reform 
programme  (CSRP),  ond  particularly  for  financing  the  reserve 
stocks and  funding  stabilization. 
Sourcca 
lnforlllGtlon 










- eoton  1986 
(14.180.528  QCUC) 
-coton  1987 
(1.382.855 eeus) 
21.  ~r·w~I:U•lM 
- tea  1985 
(6,617,256 eeus) 
CondltiOitO  dG  pal~t 
Pa~nt conditione 
- Gouvern~nt (avanee  de 
5  ~llllono d'eeus) 
-Office de  mtabllieation ot 
de  rogulatlon des  prix  (OSRP) 
OSRP  (fonds  de  garantle) 
Government 
Government  -
Special  deposit  account 
(payment  In  Dee.  1986) 
Ai'faetatlon- Utllloatlon 
Allocation- utilization 
La  totolltG du  tronsfert a  Gto  rovsroGa a I'OSRP  qui  partlelpe, a 
travers son  fonda  de  garontle,  au  projet en  zone  eotonniere  (projet 
0Mali-Sud  2°),  eog~re ovse  Ia  BIRD.  Ia  CCCE  et  los  cooperations 
fran~alse et neerlondolse. 
~:  L'ovonce  de  5 millions d'eeue,  lnltlolement  (en  janvier  1987) 
versee ou  Gouvernement  du  Moll,  n'o ete reversee ou  Fonds  de 
gorantl$ OSRP  qu'en  julllet 1988,  solt  18  mole  opres  le premier 
veraement. 
Cf.  transfert  1986 
The  transfer was  allocated for  payment  of  minimum  guaranteed  price 
to small  tea planters and  metoyers.  It arises  from  the utilization 
report  that som0  81  X of  the total  ~unt was  used  during  the 
financial  year  1987/88.  It was  intended  to corry over  the balance 
to  ~he next  financial  year. 
The  total  of  the transfer  ~as  olloeot«~d to  the  tea sector,  namely 
to  the tea  rehabilitation  progr~. to support  production 
rehabilitation,  exportation and  for  contingencies.  Due  do  the eltuotio' 
in  the teo growing  zones,  the  initially approved  allocation could 
not  be  mode  into the stipulated  ar~as,  and  was  finally made  to 
lessen  the  impact  of  the eaargency situation and  training of 
personnel  ot  various  levels.  It arioes  from  different  reports  on 
the  use  of  the  transfer  that,  by  mid-88,  s~  80  Z of  the 
total  amount  woe  used  for  : 
th~ procurement  of  consumer  goods  os  "major  port of  the effort 
in  stabilizing the work  forcea; 
0 the expences  incurred  In  maintaining  the  logistics  balanc~ 
namely  the transport  and  ~nications areas•  ; 
purchase of  equipment.  materials and  spores 
0to keep  the 
Infrastructure  Intact~  ; 
•  the  formation  ; 
studies  related to production  technologies  ; 
o  teo  refiring and  sifting unit. 
The  balance of  the  transfer was  still to be  used. 
Soure<a 
lnforlilGtlcm 
2.  3 
2 
1,  3 
J Paysfproduit 
Country/product 
- cashew  nuts  1985 
(2,232,855 ecus) 
- coton  1985 
(97,166  ecus) 
- tea  1986 
I
. (3,627,855 ecus) 
- cashew  nuts  1986 
{1,065,809 ecus) 
- cotton  1986 
(6,216,147  ecus) 
- copra  1986 
(299,893  ecus) 
- teo  1987 
(1,295,776 ecus) 
22.!mm 
- haricots  1985 
(5,873,613 ecus) 
Conditione de  paiement 
Pa~nt conditions 
See  transfer  tea  1985 
Government  -
special  Stabex  fund 
(payments  in  April  1988) 
The  transfer  is still  to the paid. 
(full  Indications on  utilization 
not  available) 
Compte  special  du  gouvernement 
Affectatlor.- Utilisation 
Allocation- Utilization 
Both  transfers  ~re used  in  the  respective sectors  for  : 
purchase of agricultural,  transport, office equipment  ; 
•  purchase of  Industrial  equipment  for  factories  ; 
•  purchose of  agricultural  inputs  ; 
purchase of  spares  ; 
general  maintenance  and  technical  assistance. 
the transfers were  allocated mainly  to  the sectors directly 
concerned  : 
•  teo sector  (opp.  2.5 million ecus,  or 70  X of  the  relevant 
transfer),  for  the purchase  of  transport  (mainly),  Industrial, 
agricultural  and  office equipment,  row  materials and  for 
technical  assistance  ; 
•  cashew  sector  (6.7 million ecus  or  65  ~of the  transfer),  for 
the purchase of equipment,  spore ports,  pocking  and  row 
materials  for  factories  ; 
cotton sector  (4.7 million ecus or  75% of  the transfer),  for 
the purchase of  equipment,  row  materials,  agricultural 
inputs  (seed and  ogre-chemicals) and  consumer  goods  for  the 
farmers,  and  for  technical  assistance  ; 
copra sector  (80  % of  the transfer),  for  the purchase of 
agricultural  equipment. 
The  balance of  the  four  transfers {25  ~of the  total) was 
allocated to the sugar  and  livestock sectors.  to  the 
forestry and  for  Institutional  support  to  the  technical 
services of  the Ministry of  the Agriculture. 
According  to preliminary  indications,  the  transfer will 
be  used  In  teo sector  for  Importation  programme  of  various 
Inputs,  equipment,  technical  assistance,  primary materials 
and  construction materials. 
Avant  le verae=ent,  les outorltea du  Niger  ont  indique 
que  lea  fonds  aerolent  destines a financer,  en  totallte ou 
en  partie,  lea projets suivants  : 
•  Importation,  multiplication,  condltionnement  et 
constitution d'un stock de  securlte d'une nouvelle 
varlete du  nlebo  {cout  total- env.  2,3 millions d'ecus)  ; 
Source 
Information 
1,  3 
2,  3 






- culrs et peoux  1986 
{736.814 ecus) 
!:piji'J#:Ifi11Willki#J  23. -- .....  - copra  1986 
{7,569,597 ecus) 
-copra oil  1986 
(17,067,636  acus) 
- palm  products  1986 
(21,764,451  ecus) 
-copra products  1987 
(5,697,060 ecus) 
Condltlono  do  palomoa~ 
Poyesnt  condltiono 
compte  special o double 
signature 
Government 
Special  Stobex  account  under 
double  signotur~ 
Affectation- Utiliootion 
Allocation- Utlliootion 
ouvrages  destines a arreter  Ia  degradation deo  sols 
(4,2 millions d'ocus)  ; 
amen~nt hydro-ogrlcole de  to  cuvette de  Goude! 
en  vue  d'y developper  lea  culturss morotcheres 
(1,6 millions d'ecus). 
II ressort du  rapport  d'utlllsation (sept.  1987)  que 
que  seuls  lee  deux  premiers  projets ovoient  dGmarre. 
Les  actions  precises dons  le  cadre  de  !'utilisation du  transfert 
1966  seront  detorminees  par  un  comlte  de  gestlon ad  hoc,  qui 
comprend  to  delegation de  to  CCE.  Ces  actions  seront 
entrepriaea dons  Ia  filiere cuirs et peoux  et  ouront  pour 
objectlf  lo  urehobilltotion des  unites  de  production et  de 
tronsfor.ation,  diversification des  actions,  promotion 
commerciote•. 
The  1986  transfers were  allocated to different Government's 
development  projects  in  the agriculture sector  : 
oil  palm  project  in  Poliambo  area,  including oil  loading 
facilities and  access  rood  improvement  (opp.  17  %)  ; 
small  holder  cocoa/coconut  development  project  in 
East  New  Britain,  including planting and  replanting of 
new  cocoa  and  coconut  varieties,  development  of  roods 
and  infrastructure,  agricultural  support  services, 
consulting services and  training  (opp.  15  %)  ; 
general  credit  line  for  PNG  Agriculture Bank  for  on-
lending  for  cocoa,  coconut  and  palm  oil  projects 
(opp.  22  ~)  ; 
project  preparation facility for  agricultural  projects 
(app.  11  ~)  ; 
projects designed  using the  project preparation 
facility and  on-going projects  financed with  earlier 
transfers  (app.  35  %). 
Precise utilization of  the.transfer  Is  currently being 
dlocussed  by Government  and  Parliament. 
SourcGI 
inforeotion 








- the  1986 
(3.398.714 ecus) 
l  - cofe  1987  I  (15.824.308 ecus) 
I 
i  - the  1987 
(5.744.862 ecus) 
- culrs et peaux  1987 
{391.578  ecus) 
Conditions de  paiement 
Payment  conditions 
Compte  special o double  signature 
Government 
Cf.  transfert  1986 
Cf.  tronafert  1986 
Affectation- Utilisation 
Allocation- Utilization 
Le  transfert o ete reserve entlerement  au  aecteur  theicole. 
l'organlaae public  lntervencnt dans  Ia  flliere- I'Office 
du  the- a  presente un  programme  d'utlllsatlon o plusieura 
volets 
commercialisation- construction d'un entrepet  (20 S)  ; 
extension des  plantations  (58 S)  ; 
extension des  usines  de  transformation  (12 S)  ; 
formation  (10 :). 
Selon  le  rapport  lnterimoire sur  !'utilisation des  fonds 
(novembre  1988),  las  engagements  avoient  porte sur  Ia 
quosi-totolite du  volet  extension  des plantations, 
env.  17  S  du  volet extension des  usines et env.  25  % 
du  volet  formation  ;  les depenses  effectives ont  porte 
sur  !'ensemble des  montonts  engages  pour  Ia  formation· 
et  respectivement  82  et 45  :  des  montants  engages  pour 
!'extension des  plantations et  lignes d'usinoge. 
Le  tronsfert  a ete reverse au  "Fonds  d'egolisotion  du 
cafea  qui  fait office d'une caisse de  stabilisation. 
Lea  propositions d'utillsotion,  entierement  dons  Ia 
filiere the,  cont  : 
extension des  plantations  (env.  34 :  du  transfert)  ; 
extension des  usinea  (env.  7  %)  ; 
formation,  recherche  (env.  4  X)  ; 
i~rtation d'lntrants et  du  materiel  d'emballage  (env.  32 %)  ; 
versement  au  Fonds  d'egallsatlon du  the 
(solde du  transfert,  soit  env.  23  %). 
le tronsfert est destine au  DProgramme  d'amelioratlon des 
cuire et peaux•,  et  plus porticulierement aux: 
amelioration  de  l'outil  de  production 
(abattoirs,  hangars  de  sechage)  ; 
oppui  o l'auto-encodrement  (cooperatives,  formation)  ; 
appul  o une  ~structure de  coordlnatlonu 










25.  ~~o;~l!l!llilili~ 
- cacao  1985 
(1.626.901  ecus) 
26.  I:UHI:(t!JI! 
- produits de 
l'arachide  1985 
(27.567.437 ecus) 
- produits de 
l'arachide  1986 
(54.567.358 ecus) 
- produlta  de 
l'arachlde  1987 
(1.076.473 ecua) 
Condltlono  do  paiOC3n~ 
Payean~  condl~iono 
Pai~n~a o partir des  c~pteo de 
Ia Colmliosion 
Tresor  du  Senegal 
Tresor  du  Senegal,  pour 
reversement  au  Fonds  de  gorantie 
des  prix de  l'arachide  (FGPA) 
Cf.  tranofert  1986 
Aff~c~otion- Utlllsa~ion 
Allocation- utllloatlon 
Le  tronsfert eat affecte a l'acqulsltion de  : 
•  produi~e chi~iques (engrois,  pesticides,  ins~cticldGa) destines 
au  traitement des  plants de  cacao  ; 
•  divers outils agrlcolee  ; 
equipements,  engins  de  transports,  pieces de  rechonge  ; 
oliaentation du  betoil  : 
•  prodults veterinaires de  premiere necessite. 
Les  poiements  eont  effectues par  to  Commission  directement 
oux  fournisseurs.  A Ia  fin  1988,  72,5 X du  tronsfert ont  ete 
debourses. 
La  presque-totalite du  tronsfert  o servi  au  remboursement 
d'une  partie des  dettes eontroctees par  I'Etot  oupres  du  systems 
boncoire  pour  finoncer  lo  campagne  arachidiere  1984/85. 
Env.  800.000 ecus  (env.  3% du  tronsfert) ont  ete utilises pour  le 
paiement  des  arrieres de  I'ONCAO  (Office notional  de  cooperation 
et d'osslstonce pour  le developpement  - orgonisme  dissous  au  debut 
des  onnees  1980). 
Le  tronsfert  a ete  reverse  au  FGPA  entre  14 oout  et 31  decembre  1987 
(les  poiements  par  Ia  Commission  ont  ete effectues en  avril- ovance 
de  30 millions d'ecus- et  en  oout- solde du  transfert),  et utilise 
pour  rembourcer  les dettes pour  Ia  campagne  1986/87. 
~  :  Depuis  sa creation  (novembre  1986),  le  FGPA  contrlbua au 
remboursement  par  lo  Societe publique  SONACOS  du  credit de  campagne 
pour  financer  sea  ochots  d'arachides.  En  dehors  du  FGPA,  le 
credit consortlal,  qui  est denoue  Ia  J1  deeembre,  est  rambourae 
-par  lo  SONACOS  elle-meme  sur aes  recettes d'exportotion et 
ventes  localeo  ; 
-par  le  Tresor,  sl  le deficit n'est pas  couvert  par  las 
versements  outomotlques  (recettes propres de  Ia  SONACOS  at 
compensations  du  FGPA). 
















§•l!•!tt•'Z*"-1!4{1•§  27.  --...~ 
- copra  1986 
(12,328,129 ecua) 
- palm  products  1986 
(6,657 ,167  ecua) 
- copra  1987 
(5,435,875 ecus) 
- palm  products  1987 
(3,283,4M ecua) 
Conditions  de  poi..ent 
Payment  conditions 
Govern.ent'e Special  Stobex  Fund 
(SSF).  Tronsfrers  from  the SSF 
to Joint Consolidated Fund  ore 
.ode  In  reimbursement  of 
expenditure against  development 
projects 
See  1986  transfers 
Affectotlon- Utilisation 
Allocation- Utilization 
Both  transfers were  allocated to the  following  actions  : 
copra sector  (opp.  19  %)  : 
- providing new  copra buying  centres,  Including a  wharf  and 
storage facilities. at  each  centre,  managed  by  the eo.modlties 
Export  Marketing Authority  (CEWA)  ; 
- ~stic  price support  (via the  CEWA)  ; 
palm  oil  sector  (opp.  29  %)  : 
-debris clearance and  plantations  rehabilitation after  damages 
caused by  cyclone  ; 
-oil palm  Industry development 
timber  sector  (opp.  19  %) 
- forest  regeneration  ; 
-purchase of  an  existing timber  company,  in  order  to complete 
o  commercial  reofforestotion project. 
other  agricultural  projects  (opp.  24  %)  : 
- construction of  cocoa  storage sheds 
-small  holder  cosh  crop  project which  aims  to facilitate 
diversification  : 
- redevelopment  of  land  released  from  rice production 
- improvement  of  "Community  Plantations• managed  and 
developed  under  a  Land  Use  Development  Scheme  (LUD) 
infrastructure development  (opp.  10  %}  : 
- inter-island ship rehabilitation programme  ; 
- road  improvements  ; 
- rural  services. 
It arises  from  the  lost available report on  progress of 
diaburs ...  nts of  funds  allocated to these different 
projects,  partly or  totally financed  by  the Stobex 
transfers  (June  1988),  that  approximately se% of  the 
total  amount  was  effectively disbursed. 
The  transfers were  allocated to  the  following  projects 
copra sector  : 
- market  development  programme. 
palm  oil  development  progromae  ; 
livestock development  programme 
tree crop progroame  ; 
forest  regeneration programme 
Infrastructure development  ; 









- groundnut  products 
1985 
(28,873,394 ecus) 
- oil  coke  1985 
(13.697.302 ecus) 
- groundnuts  1986 
(3,272,524 cacus) 
- groundnut  oil  1986 
(8,114,018 ecus) 
- oes~  ~eed 1986 
(590,168  (t)CUS) 
- oi I  coke  1986 
(5,519,522 ecus) 
- groundnuts  1987 
(3,862,463 ecus) 
Conditione  de  poleD&nt 




A1factotlon  ~Utilisation 
Allocation~  utilization 
The  Sudanese  Authorities provided o  very eubstontial  ~rondua 
outlining the purposed  uee  of  thsse transfers.  Of  the 42.5 
million ecus,  37.5 million were  In  foreign  currency.  The 
remaining  5 million ecus were  uaed  for  the purchase of  emergency 
supplies of  sugar,  with a  promise  to allocate an  equivalent  amount 
In  Sudanese  Pound  to  local  projects.  The  actions  financed  by  the 
transfers are  : 
•  development  of  Irrigated sector -purchase of  farm  equipment  and 
spore ports,  insecticides,  herbicides  and  pesticides,  jute sacks, 
protective clothing  : 
development  of  rain-fed sector - purchase  of  same  type  of 
equipment,  credit  for  farmers  via Agriculture Bonk  of  Sudan  : 
sesame  sector - purchase of  agricultural  equipment  and  seeds  ; 
•  completion of  on  aflatoxin plant  ; 
seed propagation ond  agricultural  research  ; 
•  agricultural  extension  ; 
price support  for oil  seed  ; 
.  renovation of oil  mills. 
Two  detailed  Interim  reports hove  been  transmitted  indicating 
substantial  progress  In  most  of  the areas.  At  the  present  time, 
there are surpluses  in  both  foreign  exchange  and  local 
c~rrency,  remaining  to be  spent. 
The  areas  to which  the  1986  transfers were  allocated are 
largely the soma  ae  for  the  1985  transfers.  Again,  5  million 
ecus  ~re used  to purchase eugar. 
The  main  points of  the utlllxotion programme  are. 
rain  fed  and  Irrigated oectors  ; 
•  groundnut  and  oil  coke  sector,  for  oil  mills  and  storage 
facilities. 
The  transfer  woe  allocated to different actions  In  the rain-fed 
and  Irrigated sectoro and  support  to seed propagation and 
agricultural  research.  In addition a  small  part of  the 
transfer  (opp.  1 %)  woe  aliocated to oeet administrative cost of 
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- cotton  1985 
(1,114,311  ecu1) 
- cashew  nuts  1985 
(4,321,555 eCUI) 
- sisal  1985 
(3,472,194 ecus) 
Je.iGZ! 
- coton  1986 
(12.776.377 ecus) 
- coton  1987 
(20.596.193 ecus) 
Condition• de  pal...nt 




-Caisse de  stabilisation des  prix 
du  coton  (avance  de  6 millions 
.d'ecus)  ; 
- Societe Cotontachd  (solde 
du  transfert) 
Compte  special a double 
signature  initialement cree pour 




The  transfer woa  allocated to  the cotton sector  for  rehabilitation 
of genneries  (purchasing machinery,  spare parts,  Installation etc) 
and  for  storage facllltl ... 
The  transfer wa1  allocated to following  actions  : 
•  transport sector  (provision of  spare part1,  tubes  and  tyres)  ; 
•  storage facilities; 
purchase of  Inputs  (fertilizers,  Insecticides and  spares  for 
tractors)  ; 
factory  rehabilitation. 
The  funds  were  due  to benefit  not  only the cashew nut  production 
and  marketing,  but  also other activities. 
The  transfer was  allocated principally to the sisal  sector,  for 
of  spares  and  inputs  and  transport  infrastructure.  The  other 
part of  the  transfer was  allocated to  the social  sector,  for 
supply of  constructing materials,  equipment  for  houses  and 
others. 
La  quasl-totalite du  tronsfert a  ete utilisee dons  le secteur  du 
eaton  : 
pour  alimenter  le  fonds  de  roulement  de  Ia Cotontchad 
destine a l'aehot de  eoton-groine aux  produeteurs  (6 mios 
d'eeus - ovance  sur  le  tron1fert)  ; 
•  pour  le  remboursement  d'une partie du  credit de  campagne 
1986/87 destine au  finaneement  des  intronts  (engrais et 
Insecticides) des  compagnes  1986/87 et  1987/88  (env. 
6.675 millions d'ecus,  soit 52  X du  transfert). 
Une  petite partie du  transfert  (35 millions  FCFA  ou  env. 
100.000 ecus- 0,8 X du  transfert) a  ete utilisee pour 
Ia preparation de  Ia  folre  commereiale  de  I'UDEAC  a 
N'Djamena  (dec.  1987). 
Le  transfert a  ete affecte _exeluslvement a Ia  filiere eaton: 
•  au  Fonds  de  roulement  de  Ia  Cotontchad  (env.  79 X du  tronsfert, 
dont  une  ovance  de  5  mios  d'ecus)  ; 
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- cacao  1985 
(9.314.603 ecuo) 
- no.ix  de  kor i te  1986 
(651,838 ecus) 
- cacao  1987 
(3.556.662  ileus) 
32.~ 
- vani lie 1985 
(109,985 ecus) 
- copra products  1985 
I  {501,720 ecus) 
I 
Conditions de  poleaent 
Payment  conditions 
Gouvarnement 
Office des  produits ogricoles 
du  Togo  (OPAT). 






L'affectation du  tronsfert  a  ete  Ia suivonte  : 
•  finoncement  dee  intronts agricoles  (subvention  oux  engrals, 
ochat  des  engralo et  Insecticides, - env.  39 S)  ; 
primes  de production  (env.  24 S)  ; 
entretien des  plates rurales  (snv.  13  %)  ; 
reboisement  vlllogeois  (env.  6 S)  ; 
oppul  technique au  developpement  rural  comprenont  les 
subventions o Ia  Societe de  renovation  cacooyere et cofeiere 
(SRCC)  eta I'Institut de  recherche  de  cacao  et de  cafe 
(IRCC),  entretien des  plantations d'Etat,  recherche dons 
l'elevage,  stotistiques ogricoles,  programmes  regionoux 
(env.  18  S). 
Le  tronsfert  0  ete offecte  QUX  actions dons  Ia  region  des  sovones  -
region  de  production  du  korite- suivontes  : 
entretien des  pistes ruroles  ; 
assistance  technique  oux  producteurs,  sous  forme  de  mise o leur 
disposition des  moyens  de  transport  permettont  d'ameliorer  lo 
commercialisation  des  productions. 
Les  Autorites  du  Togo  devoient  offecter  le  tronsfert oux  actions 
suivontes  : 
•  finoncement  des  lntronts ogricoles  ; 
subvention  oux  SRCC  et  IfCC  (Institut  fron~ois de  cacao  et  de 
cafe)  ; 
subvention  deo  prix aux  producteurs. 
The  transfer contributed to Development  Fund  for  ongoing  projects 
in  the vanilla S@ctor  and  for  export  crop  diversification. 
The  transfer was  used  for  the  following actions: 
contribution to the Commodities  Boord  for  its Copra  Stabilization 
Fund,  do  support  prices paid to growers  (opp.  87  Z of  the transfer); 
Incentive payments  to banana  growers  (5 Z)  ; 
contributions to the Coconut  Pest  Fund  and  Banana  Dlseose 







..!) \ .•. \ 
Pa~/produ  It 
Country/product 
- copra oil  1986 
(1,254,917 ecus) 
-copra oil  1987 
(837,275  ecus) 
- coconuts  1987 
(79,601  ecus) 
33.mm!J 
- copra  1986 
(102,-407  ecus) 
- copra  1987 
(13,437 ecus) 
34.  W~\11;'1111 
- copra  1986 
(11,438,165 ecus) 








Tuvalu  Coconut  Traders 
Cooperative  (TCTC) 
Goverrnaent 




Like  the  1985  copra  products transfer,  the  funds  were  allocated to: 
•  the Coaaodlties  Boord  Stabilization Fund,  which  aims  at 
stabilizing earnings of  copra,  banana  and  vanilla producers 
(opp.  61  S, of  the transfer)  : 
the Coconut  Peat  Fund  and  the Banana  Disease Campaign  (3 1). 
In  addition,  some  36  I  of  the transfer were  allocated to the main 
Developaent  Fund  for  on  export  marketing project  concerning 
different  cosh  crops.  The  Development  Fund  allocation was  used  to 
meet  the  local  construction cost of  a  warehouse. 
Both  transfers were  allocated to the Commodities  Board 
Stabilization Fund  and  to  the Development  Fund  (see  1986  transfer). 
Both  transfers were  due  to be  used  to stabilize prices  paid  to  the 
copra  farmers. 
Approximately  half of  the  transfer  was  allocated to  the Copra  Price 
Support  Reserve  {CPSR)  of  the Vanuatu  Commodity  Marketing  Board 
(VCMB).  CPSR  acts as  price stabilization scheme  for  prices  paid to 
producers. 
The  rest~ allocated to a  number  of operations  (27  in  total), 
managed,  totally or portly,  by  the  VCMB  or directly by  the Vanuatu 
Government.  These  different operations,  dlscrlbed  in  the 
DemOrondum  on  transfer allocation,  concern  copra production and 
marketing;  as  well  oa  development  of other export  oriented 
activities  (other  cosh  crops,  livestock,  forestry,  fisheries,  etc.). 
As  the  Indicative programme  of  projects submitted by  the 
Government  before  the payment  of  the  1986  transfer exceeded  Its 
value,  the  1987 transfer was  allocated to complete 
the  flnoncement  of  Its operations;  no  allocation  to  the CPSR 












35.  WESTERN·-~AMO.~ 
- wood  in  the  rough 
1985  (59,288 ocus) 
-copra oil  1986 
(4,299,597 ecus) 
- copra  1986 
(259,211  ecus) 
- wood  in  the rough 
1986  (122,513  ecus) 
Conditione  da  paiement 
Payment  conditione 
Goverft!Mnt 
Governaent 
-copra oil  1987  !Government 
(2,712,329 ecus) 
- cocoa  1987 
(393,412 ecus) 
- wood  In  the  rough  1987 
(73,771  ecus) 
Affectation- utilisation 
Allocation- Utlll2otlon 
The  transfer ~  used  for  the Government's  reofforestotlon 
progrCIIIIDe. 
An  advance  po~t  of 2,5 millions  ecus  for  the  copra  (Nov.  1986) 
wos  mainly  injected towards  the assistance of  the 
copra sector  for  the  following  actions  : 
support  to the price stabilization (82,5 ~of the  payment)  : 
•  grant  to the  local  copra oil  Industry  (3,4 %)  ; 
•  coconut  hybridization and  replanting programmes  (1,2 %). 
In  addition,  so~ payments  benefited to the  following  actions 
outside the copra sector  : 
cocoa  rehabilitation programme  (2,6 %)  ; 
•  reofforestation orogromme  (8,1 S)  ; 
•  crop  protection and  extension services  (2,2 %). 
The  balance of  the trapsfer,  along with other  transfers  for  the 
same  year,  was  allocated to a  series of  actions  financed  also 
from  budgetary  funds,  na.ely  : 
•  copra  crop protection  ; 
coconut  replanting ond  hybrid seed production  : 
•  copra oil  agro-industrlal  development  ; 
•  cocoa  rehabilitation  : 
•  reafforestation programmes  : 
•  support  to the Commodity  Boards,  Capitalization Development 
Bonk  and  direct agricultural  subsidies. 
The  transfers,  including on  odvonc~ paYGent  of  1,2 million 
ecus  for  copra oil  ond  cocoa,  were  allocated to the  following  actions 
•  ~dlties stabilization funde  ; 
•  copra ond  cocoa development  programmes  ; 
•  bonus  scheme  for  the copra producers  ; 
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I  Benin 
I 
I  palm  kernel  oil  1985 
I  palm  kernel oil  1986 
I  oil  cake  1 986 
I  palm  kernel  oil  1987 
I 
I  Burkina  Faso 
I  ------------
I  cotton  1986 
I  sesame  seed  1986 
I  shea  nuts  1986 
I  shea nuts  1987 
I 
I  Burundi 
I  -------
I  coffee  1987 
I 
I  Cameroon 
I  --------
I  cocoa  1987 
I  coffee  1987 
I 
I  Centrafrique 
I  ------------
I  cotton 1986 
I  coffee  1987 















sector  I  other agricultural  general 
prod./  transform.!  sectors  agric. 
marketing activities!  export.  food  prod.activities 























Annex  2 
Cin  millions of ecusl 
I 
other  I  I  to be  I 
economic  I  various  I  defined  I 





0.17  I  I 
I 
I 















0.08  I  I 
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I  Comoros 
I  -------
I  cloves 1985 
I  cloves 1986 
I  cloves 1987 
I  vanilla 1987 
I 
I  Cote  d'Ivoire 
I  -------------
I  wood  in the  rough  1985 
I  wood  1986 
I  cocoa  1987 
I  coffee  1987 
I  wood  1987 
I 
I  Ethiopia 
I  --------
I  coffee  1985 
I  beans  1985 
I  beans  1986 
I  coffee  1987 
I 
I  Fiji 
I 
I  copra oil  1985 
I 
I  The  Gambia 
I  ----------
I  groundnut products  1985 
I  oil cake  1985 
I  groundnuts  1986 
I  groundnutt oil  1986 
I  groundnuts  1987 






















sector  I  othe~ agricultural  general  I  other 
Amounts  I  prod./  transform. 1  sectors  agric.  1  economic 
!marketing activities!  export.  food  prod.activitiesl activities 
----------l--------------------l------------------------------l-----------





4.91  j 
8.59  I 
15.40  I 
55.12  : 
40.85  I 
21.12  I 
6.97  I 
6.34  I 
57.17  I 
0.26  I 
4. 72  I 
0.02  I 
3.33  I 
1. 33  : 
0.39  I 
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I  :  I  sector  I  other agricultural  general 
I  Country/transfers  I  Amounts  1  prod./  transform.!  sectors  agric. 
I  I  !marketing activities!  export.  food prod.activities 
I--------------------------r----------r--------------------1------------------------------
I  I  I  I 
I  Grenada 
I  -------
I  cocoa  1986 
I  cocoa  1987 
I 








palm  kernels  1985 
groundnuts  1986 
shrimps  1986 
I  Equatorial  Guinea 
I  -----------------
I  cocoa  1986 
I  cocoa  1987 
I  coffee  1987 
I 
I  Kenya 
I 
I  coffee  1987 
I 
I  Kiribati 
I  --------
I  copra  1986 
I  copra  1987 
I 
I  Lesotho 
I  -------
I  mohair  1987 
I 
I  Madagascar 
I  ----------








































to be  I 
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...  / ... I  I  I 
I  I  I  sector  I  othe~ agricultural  general  1  other 
I  Country/transfers  I  Amounts  I  prod./  transform.!  sectors  agric.  1  economic 
I  I  !marketing activities!  export.  food  prod.activitiesl  activities! 
I--------------------------I----------I--------------------I------------------------------ 1-----------
I  I  I  I 
I  Malawi  I  I  I 
I  ------
I  tee  1986  I  2.37  I  1.52  I  0.85 
I  tea 1987  I  9.57  I  6.12  I  3.44 
I 
I  Mali 
I 
I  cotton  1986  1  14.18  1  14.18 
I  cotton  1987  1  1.38  1  1.38 
I 
I  Mauricius 
I  ---------
I  tee 1986  2.95  2.95 
I 
I  Mozambique 
I  ----------
I  cotton  1985 
I  0.10  I  0.10  I 
I  tea 1985 
I  6.62  I  6.62  I 
I  cashew  nuts  1985 
I  2.23  I  2.23  I 
I  cotton  1986  I  6.22  l  4.66 
I  copra  1986  I  0.30  l  0.24 
I  tea 1986  I  3.63  I  2.54 
I  cashew  nuts 1986 
I  1.07  I  0.69  I 
I  tea 1987  I  1.30  I  1.30 
I 
I  Niger 
I 
I  beans  1985 
I  5.87  I  2.29  I 
I  hides and  skins 1986  I  0.74  I  0.74  I 
I 
I  Papua-New  Guinea 
I  ----------------
I  copra  1986 
I  7.57  I  2.20  I 
I  copra oil 1986  !  17.07  l  4.95 
I  palm  products  1986 
I  21.76  l  10.88  I 
I  copra products  1987 
I  5.70  I 






I  2.20 




0.94  o. 15 
0.37 
3.58 





to be  I 
defined  I 






































5.70  I 





I  Country/transfers 
I  I 
I--------------------------
I 
I  Rwanda 
I  ------
I  tea 1986 
I  coffee  1987 
I  tea 1987 
I  hides and  skins 1987 
I 
I  Sao  Tome  e  Principe 
I  -------------------
I  cocoa  1985 
I 
I  Senegal 
I  -------
I  groundnut  products  1985 
I  groundnut  products  1 986 
I  groundnut products  1987 
I 
I  Solomon  Islands 
I  ---------------
I  copra  1986 
I  palm  products 1986 
I  copra  1987 
I  palm products 1987 
I 
I  Sudan 
I 
I  groundnut products 1985 
I  oil cake  1985 
I  groundnuts  1986 
I  groundnut oil 1986 
I  oil cake  1986 
I  sesame  seed  1986 
I  groundnuts  1987  I ______________________ __ 
I 
sector  I  other agricultural  general  I  other 
Amounts  I  prod./  transform.!  sectors  agric.  I  economic 
!marketing activities!  export.  food prod.activitiesl  activities 









































5.20  I  5.49 
2.47  l  2.60 
4.06  l 
2.76  l 













to be  I 
various  I  defined I 
I  I 
----------1---------I 
0.04 
I  I 

































---------1  I  I 
I  ---










I  Tanzania 
I  --------
I  cotton  1985 
I  cashew  nuts  1985 
!  sisal 1986 
I 
I  Chad 
I 
I  cotton  1986 
I  cotton  1987 
I 
I  Togo 
I 
I  cocoa  1985 
I  shea nuts  1986 
I  cocoa  1987 
I 
I  Tonga 
I 
I  vanilla 1985 
I  copra  p~oducts 
I  copra oil  1986 
I  copra oil  1987 
I  coconuts  1987 
I 
I  Tuvalu 
I  ------
1  copra  1986 
I  copra  1987 
I 
I  Vanuatu 
I  -------
1985  I 
sector  I 
Amounts  I  prod. I  transform. I 
!marketing activities! 
other  agricultu~al  general  I  other 
secto~s  agric.  I  economic  I  various 
expo~t.  food prod.activitiesl  activities! 
I 
to be  I 
defined  I 
I 
----------1--------------------1------------------------------1-----------1----------1---------I 









0.11  I 
0.50  I 
1 .25  I 
0.84  I 
0.08  I 
0.10 
0.01 















I  0.05 
I  0.06 
I  0.48 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I 
2.85  I  I  I  I 









3.45  I  I  I  I 


















1  copra  1 986  I  1 1 . 44  I  5. 03  I  3. 20  1 . 72  I  1 . 37  I  0. 1 1  I  I 
I  copra  1987  I  5.00  I  0.40  I  2.30  1 .25  I  1.00  I  0.05  I  I 
I  I  I  I  :  I  I  I 




I  I  1  sector 
I  Country/transfers  1  Amounts  1  prod./  transform. 
I  I  !marketing activities 
I--------------------------1----------r--------------------
I  I  I 
I  Samoa  Occidental~~ 
I  ------------------
I  wood  in  the  rough  1 985 
I  copra oil  1 986 
I  copra  1986 
I  wood  in the rough  1986 
I  cocoa  1987 
I  copra oil  1987 
















other agricultural  general  I  other 
sectors  agric.  I  economic 







I  TOTAL  I  767.66  I  557.02  19.94  I  61.27  24.46  65.58  I  29.58 
I 
to be  I 
various  I  defined  I 












I  I 
----------1---------I 
1 .84  I  7. 95  I 
I--------------------------1----------l--------------------r------------------------------I-----------I----------:---------I 
I  in  ~ of the TOTAL  I  1 00.  0  I  72. 6  2.  6  I  8. 0  3 . 2  8. 5  I  3. 9  I  0.  2  I  1 . 0  I 
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cot  on 
huile de  palme 
huile de  palmiste 
tourteaux d'oleagineux 
noix  de  cajou 
3.Burkina Faso 
arachides 
cot  on 
noix de  kari te 
graines de  sesame 
.nob: de  karite 
4.Burundi 
5.Cameroun 
co  ton 
peaux  brutes 
cafe 
bois bruts 
pl3te  de  cacao 
cafe 




7.Rep.  Centrafricaine 
8.Comores 
cafe 



































, . 164.001 








1 .046. 734 
1 .046. 734 
13.811.299 
586.670 










13.224.629  24.520.506 







































































peaux  brutes 
12.Dominique 
bananes 
produits de  coprah 
13.Ethiopie 
14. Fidj i 
15.Gabon 
cafe 
peaux  brutes 
cot  on 
graines de  sesame 
haricots 





tourteaux  d'o16agineux 
produits de  l'arachide 
17 .Ghana 
bois bruts 
produits du  cacao 
18.Grenade 








Lome  II 
1980-1984 
Lome  III 
1985-1987 
15.000.000  93.417.020  179.028.316 












7. 51 4. 751, 
2. !,OR. 661, 
3.999.91,7 
1 . 02(:.. 11o3 
5.176.408 
5.176.408 










































































noix  de  palmiste 
bois  sc:ies 
crevettes 
cot  on 
























gomme  arabique 
produits de  l'arac:hide 
huile d'arachide 
no ix  de kari  te 
5 






































































































.. . I ... pays beneficiaires  1 
produits concernes 
29. Ile Maurice 
Lome  I 
1975-1979 
6  -
Lome  II 
1980-1984 
Lome  III 
1985-1987 
2.950.299 
the  2.950.299 
30.Mauritanie  37.000.450 
minerai  de  fer  37.000.450 
31.Mozambique  21.451.157 
32.Niger 
eo  ton 





peaux  brutes 
tourteaux d'oleagineux 
haricots 
cuirs et peaux 
33.0uganda 






huile  de  coprah 
produits de  coprah 




cuirs et peaux 
the 
36. Iles Salomon 
c:oprah 
bois bruts 
produits du  palmier 
22.653.960 
7.053.673 
14. 1 39. 271 
507.747 










30. 4(, 7. 750 

































































.. . I ... pays  b~n~ficiaires 1 
produits  concernes 





huile de  coprah 
bois 




tourteaux  d'ol~agineux 
produits de  l'arachide 
40.Sierra  Leone 
min<?rai  de  fer 
noix  de  palmiste 





peatm  brntes 
bananes 
arachides 
poeaux  brntes 
graines de  sesame 
coton 
huile d'arachide 







minerai  de  fer 
c0ton 
7  -
Lome  I 
1975-1979 
2. B.H. 4'53 














1 . (.5fl. 580 
2. (.n. 9:?3 
13.224.869 

















90.583.330  105.959.600 
10.945.855 









'·0. 695. 259 
23.995.116 


































5. 512. '701 
















8. 1 89.  ~·1_ 8 
.. . I ... 8 
pays  b~n•ficiaires I  Lc•me  I  Lome  II  Lome  III  total 
produits concernes  1975-1979  1980-1984  1985-1987  1975-1987 
46.Tenzanie  20.701.549  20.864.338  8.908.060  50.473.947 
--------
cot  on  1.887.082  1.114.311  3.001.393 
sisal  18.814.M.7  7.606.012  3.472.194  29.893.473 
cafe  8.569.484  8.569.484 
noix  de  cajou  4.688.042  4.321.555  9.009.597 
47.Tchad  7.336.196  6.640.136  33.372.570  47.348.902 
co  ton  7.336.196  6.640.136  33.372.570  47.348.902 
48.Togo  3.626.614  28.834.025  13.523. 103  45.983.742 
cafe  3.626.614  12.174.931.  15.801.548 
cacao  16.659.091  12.871.265  29.530.356 
noix  de  karite  651.838  651.838 
49.Tonga  1.207.990  '•.011.141  2.782.598  8.001.729 
coprah  831.720  1.685.134  2.516.854 
bananes  317.638  234.207  551.845 
vanille  58.632  109.985  16U.617 
produits de  coprah  1.334.705  501.720  1.836.505 
huile de  coprah  391.688  2.091.292  2.482.980 
noix  de  coco  365.327  79.601  444.928 
50. Tuvalu  174.729  141.635  115.844  432.208 
------
coprah  174.77.9  1.41. 635  115.844  432.208 
51.Vanuatu  1.430.063  8.931.767  16.440.815  26.803.445 
-------
coprah  1 ·'·30. 863  16.440.815  \ 17. 871 . 6 78 
huile de  coprah  7.586.700  7.586.700 
cacao  1.345.067  1.345.067 
TOTAL  389. 811 . 711  6t.9.361.877  920.268.158  1.979.441.746 
dont 
- sur dotation  PTOH  12.316.003  9.845.053  22.161.056 
- sur dotation  ACP  377. '·95. 708  659.516.824  920.268.158  1.957.280.690 
dont  le.s  ACP 
- a seu il  s  normaux  110.999.7D<?  31,3.927.137  306.033.221  840.960.067 
- a seuils  r~duits  /.(,6. lt95. '109  315.509.{.07  534.234.937  1 .116.320.67.3 
- le.s  moins  250.633.470  7.1,7.613.831  442.027.132  948.274.441 
developpes 
- autres  7. 0(:.2. ':'.21  67.975.856  92.207.805  168.046.182 Transferts Stabex attribues au  titre de  la premiere  Convention de  Lome. 
=======================================================================  Cen  ECU> 
I 
I 
total  I 
I 
, 975-1979  I 
I 
I 
342.364  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
. . '.I ... 1 
----------
I 




.. . I ... I  I 
I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I 
I  produits concernes  I 
I  I  1975 
?  I  ~ 
I  I 













.....  ..... I 
I 
I  pays beneficiaires  1 
I  produits concernes 
I  I ________________________  _ 
I 




I  I 
I  1975  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  ---------- I  I 
Annee  d'application 
I  I 
1976  I  1977  I 
I  I 
-I  I 
2.902.459  I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  total  I 
I  I  I 
1978  I  1979  I  1975-1979  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  2.845.088  I  5.747.547  I 
I  I  I 
I  sisal  I  I  1.762.943  I  I  I  I  1.762.943  I 
I  girofle  I  I  1.139.516  I  I  I  I  1.139.516 I 
I  vanille  I  I  I  I  I  2.845.088  I  2.845.088  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  22.Mali  I  1.145.004  I  848.489  I  I  3.893.256  I  3.894.154  I  9.780.903  I 
I  ---- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  arachides  I  I  I  I  3.893.256  I  3.894.154  I  7.787.410  I 
I  coton  I  1.145.004  I  I  I  I  I  1.145.004  I 
I  gomme  arsbique  I  I  848. 489  I  I  I  I  848. 489  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  25.Mauritanie  I  I  I  3.605.602  I  33.394.848  I  I  37.000.450  I 
I  ---------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  minerai  de  fer  I  I  I  3.605.602  I  33.394.848  I  I  37.000.450  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  24.Niger  I  5.949.041  I  6.909.260  I  9.795.659  I  I  I  22.653.960  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  arachides  I  5.441.294  I  I  2.412.379  I  I  I  7.853.673  I 
I  huile d'arachide  I  I  6.755.991  I  7.383.280  I  I  I  14.139.271  I 
I  peaux  brutes  I  507.747  I  I  I  I  I  507.747  I 
I  tourteaux d'oleagineux  I  I  153.269  I  I  I  I  153.269  I 
1---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  25.0uganda  I  1.748.932  I  3.649.744  I  1.287.985  I  7.008.467  I  6.900.325  I  20.595.453  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  coton  I  1.748.932  I  2.249.791  I  1.287.985  I  3.125.543  I  3.806.872  I  12.219.123  I 
I  the  I  ,  I  1 . 399.953  I  I  3. 882.924  I  3. 093. 453  I  8. 376. 330  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  26. Rwanda  I  I  I  I  608. 802  I  I  608. 802  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  pyrethre  I  I  I  I  608. 802  I  I  608. 802  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  ________  !__  I 






I  1977  I 
I 
I 
.640  I  I 
I 
I 
total  I 
I 
1975-1979  I 
I 
I 
2.173.387  I 
.. . I ... 
~ 
~ I 







...  / ... I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I  I  total  I 
I  produits  concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1975  I  1976  I  1977  I  1978  I  1979  I  1975-1979  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  TOTAL  I  83.945.836  I  40.436.290  I  35.193.001  I  164.228.941  I  66.007.643  I  389.811.711  I 
I  dont  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - sur dotation  PTOM  I  3.959.956  I  3.300.355  I  1.463.270  I  268.323  I  3.324.099  I  12.316.003  I 
I  - sur dotation  ACP  I  79.985.880  I  37.135.935  I  33.729.731  I  163.960.618  I  62.683.544  I  377.495.708  I 
I  dont  les  ACP  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - a seuils normaux  I  37.842.819  I  463.558  I  I  72.693.332  I  I  110.999.709  I 
I  - a seuils reduits  I  42.143.061  I  36.672.377  I  33.729.731  I  91.267.286  I  62.683.544  I  266.495.999  I 
I  - les mains  I  41  . 527.921  I  32.270.084  I  33.729.731  I  91.267.286  I  59.838.456  I  258.633.478  I 
I  developpes  (3)  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - autres  I  615.140  I  4.402.293  I  I  I  2.845.088  I  7.862.521  I 
I  I  I  I  I  -------- I  I  I 
~ 
C*l  transferts payes sur dotation PTOM. 
VI 
(1)  transfert annee  d'application  1975  paye  en  1979. 
<2l  transfert "vanille-1979"  comprend  le remboursement  <par  compensation)  du  transfert "girofle-1976". 




I  pays beneficiaires  I 







I ___________  _  I 
I  I 
I  1.Benin  I 
I 




Annee  d'application 
I  I 
1981  <  2)  I  1982  I 
I  I 
I  I 
1. 426.736  I  2.708.060  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I 
I 
1983  I  1984 
I 
I 
I  510.647 
I 
(en  ECUl 
I  I 
I  I 
I  total  I 
I  I 
I  1980-1984  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  4.645.443  I 
I  I 
I  coton  I  I  199.820  I  877.329  I  I  I  1.077.149  I 
I  huile de  palme  I  I  390.808  I  1.614.942  I  I  I  2.005.750  I 
I  huile de  palmiste  I  I  836.108  I  I  I  I  836.108  I 
I  noix  de  cajou  I  I  I  215.789  I  I  I  215.789  I 
I  tourteaux d'oleagineux  I  I  I  I  I  510.647  I  510.647  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------1 
I  2.Burkina Faso  I  I  I  1.046.734  I  ·I  I  1.046.734  I 
I  ------------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  noix  de  karite  I  I  I  1.046.734  I  I  I  1.046.734  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------1-------------I----------~--I 
I  3.Burundi  I  13.224.629  I  I  I  I  586.670  I  13.811.299  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  13.224.629  I  I  I  I  I  13.224.629  I 
I  coton  I  I  I  I  I  586.670  I  586.670  I 
I-------------~--------------I-------------I-------------1-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  4.Cameroun  I  I  29.590.291  I  I  I  I  29.590.291  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  I  14.077.465  I  I  I  I  14.077.465  I 
I  produits du  cacao  I  I  15.512.826  I  I  I  I  15.512.826  I 
I---------------------------I-------------1-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  5.Cap Vert  I  214.764  I  I  I  I  312.197  I  526.961  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  214.764  I  I  I  I  312.197  I  526.961  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I~------------I-------------1 
I  6.Rep.  Centrafricaine  I  1.361.006  I  2.159.848  I  1.675.896  I  I  I  5.196.750  I 
I  ------------------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  1.361.006  I  2.159.848  I  I  I  I  3.520.854  I 
I  coton  I  I  I  1.675.896  I  I  I  1.675.896  I 
I  I  I  _______  I  I  I  --~- I  I 







Annee  d'application  I 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I ______________________________________________________________  , 
-------- I 
I  produi  ts concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  (1)  I  1981  <2>  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I 
I  I  I  I  I _______  _ I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 
I 
total  I 
I 
1980-1984  I 
I 
I 
I  7.Comores  <3>  I  1.098.849  I  778.048  I  293.528  I  I  4.404.248  I  6.574.673  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah  I  246.447  I  290.577  I  293.528  I  I  I  830.552  I 
I  huiles essentielles  I  852.402  I  487.471  I  I  I  I  1.339.873  I 
I  vanille  I  I  I  I  I  3.553.153  I  3.553.153  I 
I  girofle  I  I  I  I  I  851.095  I  851.095  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  8.Cote d'Ivoire  I  27.606.458  I  65.810.562  I  I  I  I  93.417.020  I 
I  ------------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  27.606.458  I  65.810.562  I  I  I  I  93.417.020  I 
I---------------------------1-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I---------~---I 
I  9.Dominique  I  3.032.694  I  502.143  I  I  I  I  3.534.837  I 
I  ------------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  3.032.694  I  I  I  I  I  3.032.694  I 
I  produits de  coprah  I  l  502.143  I  I  I  I  502.143  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-----------~-1 
I  10.Ethiopie  I  r  1.487.032  I  I  4.815.921  I  4.996.671  I  11.299.624  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  I  1.487.032  I  I  I  I  1.487.032  I 
I  coton  I  I  I  I  1.665.021  I  I  1.665.021  I 
I  graines de  sesame  I  I  I  I  3.150.900  I  I  3.150.900  I 
I  haricots  I  I  I  I  I  4.996.671  I  4.996.671  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  11.Fidji  I  1.107.156  I  1.105.284  I  788.481  I  I  I  3.000.921  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  huile de  coprah  I  1.107.156  I  1.105.284  I  788.481  I  I  I  3.000.921  I 
I---------------------------I----------~--I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  12.Gambie  I  10.662.464  I  5.515.628  I  1.976.219  I  I  I  18.154.311  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  arachides  I  5.019.462  I  2.945.352  I  I  I  I  7.964.814  I 
I  huile d'arachide  I  4.161.256  I  1.878.195  I  1.615.183  I  I  I  7.654.634  I 
I  tourteaux  I  1.481.746  I  692.081  I  361.036  I  I  I  2.534.863  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ________  I 
...  I  . .. 
_.. 
"' I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires  I  I  I  total  I 
I  produits  concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  C 1 )  I  1981  ( 2 l  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I  1980-1984  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  13.Ghana  I  I  54.310.258  I  31.160.673  I  I  I  85.470.931  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits du  cacao  I  I  54.310.258  I  31.160.673  I  I  I  85.470.931  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  14.Grenade  I  I  197.531  I  1.597.555  I  1.230.867  I  937.380  I  3.963.333  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  noix muscadeslmacis  I  I  197.531  I  278.590  I  I  161.730 I  637.851  I 
I  cacao  I  I  I  1.318.965  I  1.230.867  I  537.027  I  3.086.859  I 
I  bananes  I  I  I  I  I  238.623  I.  238.623  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  15.Guinee-9issau  I  1.785.198  I  I  449.247  I  1.414.766  I  I  3.649.211  I 
I  ------------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  arachides  I  1.511.279  I  I  I  I  I  1.511.279  I 
I  noix  de  palmiste  I  273.919  I  I  360.528  I  437.356  I  I  1.071.803  I 
I  bois scies  I  I  I  88.719  I  267.121  I  I  355.840  I 
I  crevettes  I  I  I  I  710.289  I  I  710.289  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------1-------------I-------------I 
I  16.Jamaique  I  4.295.408  I  I  I  I  I  4.295.408  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  4.295.408  I  I  I  I  I  4.295.408  I 
I---------------------------I-------------1-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  17.Kenya  I  14.479.000  I  30.386.565  I  I  I  I  44.865.565  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  14.479.000  I  30.386.565  I  I  I  I  44.865.565  I 
I---------------------------1-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  18.Kiribati  I  497.742  I  I  1.036.682  I  64.548  I  I  1.598.972  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah  I  497.742  I  I  1.036.682  I  64.548  I  I  1.598.972  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  19.Lesotho  I  242.279  I  354.533  I  694.147  I  I  I  1.290.959  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  mohair  I  242.279  I  354.533  I  694.147  I  I  I  1.290.959  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I_____  _  I  -~--- I 
...  I ... 
~ 
00 I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d' application  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires I  I  I  total  I 
I  produits concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  (1)  I  1981  <2)  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I  1980-1984  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  20.Madagascar  I  1.606.241  I  6.920.908  I  I  1.461.636  I  I  9.988.785  I 
I  ---------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  vanille  I  1.606.241  I  I  I  I  I  1.606.241  I 
I  cafe  I  I  6.920.908  I  I  I  I  6.920.908  I 
I  sisal I  I  I  I  1.461.636  I  I  1.461.636 I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  21  .Malawi  I  1.596.712  I  653.391  I  2.684.355  I  I  I  4.934.458  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  the  I  1.596.712  I  653.391  I  I  I  I  2.250.103  I 
I  arachides  I  I  I  2.684.355  I  I  I  2.684.355  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I  ~ 
I  ~2.Mali  I  3.061.092  I  890.869  I  3.548.554  I  3.200.724  I  I  10.701.239  I 
"() 
I  ---- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits de  l'arachide  I  3.061.092  I  I  I  3.200.724  I  I  6.261.816  I 
I  huile d'arachide  I  I  I  3.548.554  I  I  I  3.548.554 I 
I  noix  de  karite  I  I  890.869  I  I  I  I  890.869  I 
I---------------------------I-··-----------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------1 
I  23.Papouasie-Nlle  Guinee  I  I  26.541.180  I  24.149.562  I  I  I  50.690.742  I 
I  --------------------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  I  14.123.305  I  16.344.445  I  I  I  30.467.750 I 
I  cacao  I  I  8.601.559  I  4.201.081  I  I  I  12.802.640 I 
I  coprah  I  I  2.077.224  I  I  I  I  2.077.224  I 
I  huile de  coprah  I  I  1.739.092  I  I  I  I  1.739.092  I 
I  produits de  coprah  I  I  I  3.604.036  I  I  I  3.604.036 I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  24.Rwanda  I  8.032.841  I  800.696  I  I  497.157  I  I  9.330.694  I 
I  ------ I  .  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  8.032.841  I  800.696  I  I  I  I  8.833.537  I 
I  cuirs et peaux  I  I  I  I  497.157  I  I  497.157  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 





Annee  d'application  I 
I  I  pays beneficiaires  I  I---------------------------------------------------------------· 
I  produits  concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  C 1 )  I  1981  C 2)  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I 
I  I  I _____  _ I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I 
I 
total  I 
I 
1980-1984  I 
I 
I 
I  25.Iles Salomon  I  I  1.110.352  I  1.726.633  I  1.498.089  I  I  4.335.074  I 
I  ------------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah  I  I  1.110.352  I  1.726.633  I  1.463.298  I  I  4.300.283  I 
I  bois bruts  I  I  I  I  34.791  I  I  34.791  I 
I----------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  26.Samoa  Occidentales  I  1.667.815  I  3.186.126  I  1.439.239  I  I  195.780  I  6.488.960  I 
I  ------------------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cacao  I  1.667.815  I  1.596.706  I  561.805  I  I  I  3.826.326  I 
I  coprah  I  I  1.589.420  I  877.434  I  I  I  2.466.854  I 
I  bananes  I  I  I  I  I  195.780  I  195.780  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  27.Sao  Tome  e  Principe  I  I  1.527.240  I  2.679.188  I  3.397.335  I  I  7.603.763  I 
I  ------------------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cacao  I  I  1.527.240  I  2.679.188  I  3.397.335  I  I  7.603.763  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  28.Senegal  I  53.633.706  I  36.949.624  I  I  I  I  90.583.330  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits de  l'arachide I  42.687.851  I  36.949.624  I  I  I  I  79.637.475  I 
I  tourteaux d'oleagineux  I  10.945.855  I  I  I  I  I  10.945.855  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  29.Sierra Leone  I  1.306.490  I  1.573.779  I  6.278.627  I  I  5.192.233  I  14.351.129  I 
I  ------------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  noix de palmiste  I  1.306.490  I  I  I  I  I  1.306.490 I 
I  produits du  palmier  I  I  1.491.881  I  I  I  I  1.491.881  I 
I  cacao  I  I  81.898  I  2.447.381  I  I  I  2.529.279  I 
I  cafe  I  I  I  3.831.246  I  I  5.192.233  I  9.023.479  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  30.Somalie  I  2.314.445  I  1.266.111  I  I  I  I  3.580.556  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  peaux  brutes  I  415.854  I  I  I  I  I  415.854  I 
I  bananes  I  1.898.591  I  1.266.111  I  I  I  I  3.164.702  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
...  I  . .. 
N 
0 I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d' application  I  I 
I  pays  beneficiaires 1  I  I  total  I 
I  produits  concernes  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  (1)  I  1981  C2J  I  1982  I 
I  I  I  I ______ ------------------
I  I  I  I 
I  31.Soudan  I  16.094.225  I  16.700.143  I  I  7.' 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  arachides  I  16.094.225  I  I  I  7.900.891  I  I  23.995.116  I 
I  co  ton  I  I  1  6. 700. 1 43  I  I  I  I  1  6. 700. 1 43  I 
I-----------·----------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  32.Ste.Lucie  I  1.618.999  I  I  I  I  I  1.618.999 I 
I  --------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  1.618.999 I  I  I  I  I  1.618.999  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  33.St.Vincent  I  913.286  I  I  I  I  I  913.286  I 
I  ---------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  913.286  I  I  I  I  I  913.286  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  34.Swaziland  I  I  I  3.103.968  I  5.085.350  I  I  8.189.318  I 
I  --------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  eaton  I  I  I  3.103.968  I  5.085.350  I  I  8.189.318  I 
1·---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  35.Tanzanie  I  7.713.447  I  856.037  I  I  5.415.818  I  6.879.036  I  20.864.338  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  7.713.447  I  856.037  I  I  I  I  8.569.484  I 
I  sisal  I  I.  I  I  3.472.424  I  4.134.388  I  7.606.812  I 
I  noix  de  cajou  I  I  I  I  1.943.394  I  2.744.648  I  4.688.042  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  36.Tchad  I  3.046.973  I  I  3.593.163  I  I  I  6.640.136  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  eaton  I  3.046.973  I  I  3.593.163  I  I  I  6.640.136  I 
I---------------------------I----------~--I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  37.Togo  I  I  I  7.115.332  I  13.734.083  I  7.984.610  I  28.834.025  I 
I  ---- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  cacao  I  I  I  7.115.332  I  9.543.759  I  I  16.659.091  I 
I  cafe  I  I  I  I  4.190.324  I  7.984.610  I  12.174.934  I 
I  _ ___ _  I  !----~- I.-. ~- I  I  I  I 
.. . I ... 
1\J 
~ I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I  I  total  I 
I  produits concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  (1)  I  1981  <2>  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I  1980-1984  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I __________  _ I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  38.Tonga  I  602.239  I  I  2.665.322  I  743.580  I  I  4.011.141  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits de  coprah  I  602.239  I  I  I  732.546  I  I  1.334.785  I 
I  coprah  I  I  I  1.685.134  I  I  I  1.685.134  I 
I  huile de  coprah  I  I  I  391.688  I  I  I  391.688  I 
I  noix de  coco  I  I  I  365.327  I  I  I  365.327  I 
I  bananes  I  I  I  223.173  I  11.034  I  I  234.207  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  39.Tuvalu  I  14.495  I  56.606  I  63.150  I  7.384  I  I  141.635  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah!  14.495  I  56.606  I  63.150  I  7.384  I  I  141.635  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  40.Vanuatu  (*)  I  4.186.823  I  341.412  I  4.403.532  I  I  I  8.931.767  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  huile  de  coprah  I  3.776.616  I  I  3.810.084  I  I  I  7.586.700  I 
I  cacao  I  410.207  I  341.412  I  593.448  I  I  I  1.345.067  I 
I  I  I  I  I  ___  I  _  I___  I 
.. . I ... 
N 
N I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d' application  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I  I  total  I 
I  produits  concernes  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1980  (1)  I  1981  (2)  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I  1980-1984  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  TOTAL  des  transferts  I  187.017.476  I  292.998.933  I  106.877.847  I  50.468.149  I  31.999.472  I  669.361.877  I 
I  don t  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  -sur dotation  PTOM  I  5.100.109  I  341.412  I  4.403.532  I  I  I  9.845.053  I 
I  -sur dotation  ACP  I  181.917.367  I  292.657.521  I  102.474.315  I  50.468.149  I  31.999.472  I  659.516.824  I 
I  don  t  1 es  ACP  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  -a  seuils normau:<  I  95.719.164  I  217.047.300  I  31.160.673  I  I  I  343.927.137  I 
I  -a  seuils reduits  I  86.198.203  I  75.610.221  I  71.313.642  I  50.468.149  I  31.999.472  I  315.589.687  I 
I  - les mains  I  79.189.398  I  41.042.849  I  46.375.599  I  49.006.513  I  31.999.472  I  247.613.831  I 
I  developpes  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - autres  I  7.008.805  I  34.567.372  I  24.938.043  I  1.461.636  I  I  67.975.856  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
c~)  transferts payes  sur dotation  PTOM. 
C1l  y  compris  transferts effectues au  titre de  la repartition du  reliquat  Lome  II  CDecision  du  Conseil  ACP-CEE 
n°  5/86  du  18  avril  1986). 
<2l  y  compris part dans  le financement  supplementaire de  40  millions d'ECU  <financement  "projets"l, 
contributions decidees  ~ titre exceptionnel  par le Conseil  ACP-CEE  de  Librev1lle des  13-14 mai  1982 
(remboursement des prets au  titre des  Conventions  de  Yaounde  et  Lome  I,  compensations  avec  des obligations 
de  reconstitution des  transferts Lome  Il  et transferts effectues  au  titre de  la repartition du  reliquat 
Lvme  II. La  repartition des  transferts sur reliquat entre les annees d'application  1980  et 1981  est 
proportionnelle  aux  montants  payes,  y  compris  financements  "projets",  en  1981-1982. 
ccf.  egalement Annexe- transferts annees  d'application  1980-1981) 







'T"  ... 
I 
Annexe 
Transferts Stabex attribues au titre des  annees d'application 1980-1981. 
========================================================================  <en  ECU) 
I 
pays beneficiaires  1  I  1980 
produits concernes  I  transferts 
I 
I 









compens.  transferts  projets  total 
I 
I  reliquat 
I  Lome  II 
I  I 
I  total  I 
I  1980-1981  I 
______________________  I  C  •.  _  ··- I  I 
I  I  I 
726.107  203.315  929.422  I  497.314  I  1.426.736  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  coton  I  I  101.694  28.475  130.169  I  69.1$51  I  199.820  I 
I  huile de  palme  I  I  198.893  55.692  254.585  I  136.223  I  390.808  I 
I  huile de  palmiste  I  I  425.520  119.148  544.668  I  291.440  I  836.108  I 
I---------------------------1-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  2.Burundi  I  11.023.569  I  I  2.201.060  I  13.224.629  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  11.023.569  I  I  2.201.060  I  13.224.629  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  3.Cameroun  I  I  3.601.423  13.544.389  3.792.520  20.938.332  I  8.651.959  I  29.590.291  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  I  3.601.423  5.459.706  1.528.755  10.589.884  I  3.487.581  I  14.077.465  I 
I  produits du  cacao  I  I  8.084.683  2.263.765  10.348.448  I  5.164.378  I  15.512.826  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  4.Cap Vert  I  214.764  I  I  I  214.764  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  214.764  I  I  I  214.764  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  5.Rep.  Centrafricaine  I  968.396  I  1.200.616  336.180  1.536.796  I  1.015.662  I  3.520.854  I 
I  ------------------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  968.396  I  1.200.616  336.180  1.536.796  I  1.015.662  I  3.520.854  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  6.Comores  (1)  I  1.098.849  I  778.048  778.048  I  I  1.876.897  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah  I  246.447  I  290.577  290.577  I  I  537.024  I 
I  huiles essentielles I  852.402  I  487.471  487.471  I  I  1.339.873  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  7.Cote d'Ivoire  I  19.195.390  I  15.000.000  27.601.201  7.728.523  50.329.724  I  23.891.906  I  93.417.020  I 
I  ------------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  19.195.390  I  15.000.000  27.601.201  7.728.523  50.329.724  I  23.891.906  I  93.417.020  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
.. . I ... 
N 
~ I  I  I  I 
I  1981  I 
I ·  compens.  transferts  projets  total  I 
T  I 
I  I 
I  392.297  109.846  502.143  I 
I 
I 
reliquat  I 
Lome  II  I 
I 
I 
504.750  I 
I 
I 
total  I 
, 980-1981  I 
I 
I 
3.534.837  I 
I 
.. . I ... 
1\J 
V1 I  I  I  : 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I  1980  I  1981  I  re:  liquat 
Lome  II  I  produits concerqes  I  transferts  I  compens.  transferts  projets  total  I 
I  \  I  I-----------------------
I  I  I  l 
I  16.Kenya  I  10.032.204  I  16.448.532  4.605.699  21.054.231  I  13.779.130  I  44.865.565  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  10.032.204  I  16.448.532  4.605.699  21.054.231  I  13.779.130  I  44.865.565  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  17.Kiribati  I  497.742  I  I  I  497.742  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah  I  497.742  I  I  I  497.742  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  18.Lesotho  I  242.279  I  276.977  77.556  354.533  I  I  596.812  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  mohair  I  242.279  I  276.977  77.556  354.533  I  I  596.812  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  1q.Madagascar  I  1.211.202  I  1.762.943  2.688.131  752.695  5.203.769  I  2.112.178  I  8.527.149  I 
I  ---------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  vanille  I  1. 211.202  I  I  395.039  I  1 .606. 241  I 
I  cafe  I  I  1.762.943  2.688.131  752.695  5.203.769  I  1.717.139  I  6.920.908  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------~-----------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  20.Malawi  I  1.330.961  I  510.459  142.932  653.391  I  265.751  I  2.250.103  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  the  I  1.330.961  I  510.459  142.932  653.391  I  265.751  I  2.250.103  I 
I---------------------------I-------------1--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  21.Mali  I  2.551.615  I  510.459  142.932  653.391  I  746.955  I  3.951.961  I 
I  ---- I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits de  l'arachide  I  2.551.615  I  I  509.477  I  3.061.092  I 
I  noix  de karite I  I  510.459  142.932  653.391  I  237.478  I  890.869  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  22.Papouasie-Nlle  Guinee  I  I  13.832.232  3.873.118  17.705.350  I  8.835.830  I  26.541.180  I 
I  --------------------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  I'  7.360.518  2.060.995  9.421.513  I  4.701.792  I  14.123.305  I 
I  cacao  I  I  4.482.798  1.255.214  5.738.012  I  2.863.547  I  8.601.559  I 
I  coprah  I  I  1.082.569  303.126  1.385.695  I  691.529  I  2.077.224  I 
I  huile de  coprah  I  I  906.347  253.783  1.160.130  I  578.962  I  1.739.092  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
...  I ... 
N  o-I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires  I  I  1980  I  1981  I  reliquat  I  total  I 
I  produits concernes I  transferts  I  compens.  transferts  projets  total  I  Lome  II  I  1980-1981  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  23.Rwanda  I  6.555.031  I  510.459  142.932  653.391  I  1.625.115 I  8.833.537  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  6.555.031  I  510.459  142.932  653.391  I  1.625.115 I  8.833.537 I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  24.Iles Salomon  I  I  565.092  158.229  723.321  I  387.031  I  1.110.352  I 
I  ------------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah  I  I  565.092  158.229  723.321  I  387.031  I  1.110.352  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  25.Samoa  Occidentales  I  1.222.990  I  1.723.622  482.625  2.206.247  I  1.424.704  I  4.853.941  I 
I  ------------------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  cacao  I  1.222.Q90  I  914.719  256.127  1.170.846  I  870.685  I  3.264.521  I 
I  coprah  I  I  808.903  226.498  1.035.401  I  554.019 I  1.589.420 I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  26.Sao  Tome  e  Principe  I  r  777.258  217.637  994.895  I  532.345 I  1.527.240 I 
I  ------------------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cacao  I  r  777.258  217.637  994.895  I  532.345  I  1.527.240  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  27.Senegal  C2l  I  38.606.992  I  20.525.673  5.747.326  26.272.999  I  25.703.339  I  90.583.330 I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits de  l'arachide  I  30.353.160  I  20.525.673  5.747.326  26.272.999  I  23.011.316  I  79.637.475  I 
I  tourteaux d'oleagineux  I  8.253.832  I  I  2.692.023  I  10.945.855  I 
1----------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  28.Sierra Leone  I  947.774  I  887.194  248.420  1.135.614  I  796.881  I  2.880.269  I 
I  ------------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  noix  de  palmiste I  947.774 I  I  358.716 I  1.306.490 I 
I  produits du  palmier  I  I  845.514  236.749  1.082.263  I  409.618  I  1.491.881  I 
I  cacao  I  I  41.680  11.671  53.351  I  28.547  I  81.898  I 
I-------.,-------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  29.Somalie  I  1.839.239 I.  741.567  207.644  949.211  I  792.106  I  3.580.556  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  peaux brutes  I  415.854  I  I  I  415.854  I 
I  bananes  I  1.423.385  I  741.567  207.644  949.211  I  792.106  I  3.164.702  I 
I  I  I  I  .  _I_  I 
.. . 1 ... 
N  ..... I  I  I 
I  pays beneficiaires 1  I  1980  I 
I  produits concernes  I  transferts  I  compens. 
I  I  I 
I  I  I 
I  30.Soudan  I  13.415.560  I 
1981 
transferts  projets 
8.499.198  2.379.832 
I 
I 
total  I 
I 
I 
10.879.030  I 
reliquat 
Lome  II 
I  I 
I  total  I 
I  1980-1981  I 
_____________I  I 
I  I 
8.499.778  I  32.794.368  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  arachides I  13.415.560 I  I  2.678.665 I  16.094.225 I 
I  coton I  I  8.499.198  2.379.832  10.879.030 I  5.821.113  I  16.700.143  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------1-------------I 
I  31  .Ste.Lucie  I  1.349.538  I  I  269.461  I  1.618.999 I 
I  --------- I  I  I  .  I  I 
I  bananes  I  1.349.538  I  I  269.461  I  1.618.999  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I~-------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I 32.St.Vincent  I  913.286  I  I  I  913.286  I 
I  ---------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  bananes  I  913.286  I  I  I  913.286  I 
1---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  33.Tanzanie  I  6.254.957  I  542.321  151.853  694.174  I  1.620.353  I  8.569.484  I 
I  -------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  cafe  I  6.254.9:7  I  542.321  151.853  694.174  I  1.620.353  I  8.569.484  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  34.Tchad  I  2.539.846  I  I  507.127  I  3.046.973  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I 
I  coton I  2.539.846  I  I  507.127 I  3.046.973  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  35.Tonga  I  602.239  I  .  I  I  602.239  I 
I  ----- I  I  I  I  I 
I  produits de  coprah  I  602.239  I  I  I  602.239  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I 36.Tuvalu  I  14.495 I  44.223  12.383  56.606 I  I  71.101  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  coprah I  14.495 I  44.223  12.383  56.606 I  I  71.101  I 
I---------------------------I-------------I~-------------------------------------------------I-------------I-------------I 
I  37.Vanuatu  C*)  I  4.186.823  I  341.412  341.412  I  I  4.528.235  I 
I  ------- I  I  I  I  I 
I  huile de  coprah  I  3.776.616  I  I  I  3.776.616  I 
I  cacao  I  410.207  I  341.412  341.412  I  I  751.619  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 




00 I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  pays  beneficiaires  1  I  1980  I  1981  I  reliquat  I  total  I 
I  produits concernes  I  transferts  I  compens.  transferts  projets  total  I  Lome  II  I  1980-1981  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  TOTAL  des  transferts  I  143.076.014  I  25.787.209  1 43. 973. 1 70  40.000.000  209.760.379  I  127.180.016  I  480.016.409  I 
I  dont  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - sur dotation  PTOM  I  5.100.109  I  341.412  341.412I  I  5.441.521  I 
I  - sur dotation  ACP  I  137.975.905  I  25.787.209  143.631.758  40.000.000  209.418.967  I  127.180.016  I  474.574.888  I 
I  dont  les ACP  I  I  I  I  I 
I  -a  seuils normaux  I  67.834.586  I  23.777.831  103.726.450  29.044.105  156.548.386  I  88.383.492  I  312.766.464  I 
I  -a  seuils reduits  r  70.141.319  I  2.009.378  39.905.308  10.955.895  52.870.581  I  38.796.524  I  161.808.424  I 
I  - les mains  I  64.848.826  I  22.874.486  6.187. 150  29.061.636  I  26.321.785  I  120.232.247  I 
I  develcppes  I  I  I  I  I 
I  - autres  I  5.292.493  I  2.009.378  17.030.822  4.768.745  23.808.945  I  12.474.739  I  41  . 576. 177  I 
I  I  I  ..  I  I  I 
(~)  transferts payes  sur dotation PTOH. 
<1l  transferts annee  d'application 1981  payes  sur dotation  1982. 
C2l  transferts reliquat Lome  II  entierement  consacres a la compensation  avec  les obligations 
N 
de  reconstitution.  '() Transferts Stabex attribues au  titre de  la troisieme Convention de  Lome. 
======================================================================== 
I 
I  pays  bOnOficiaires  1  I  Annee  d'applicOtion  I 
produits concernes  I  I 
1 
I  I 
I  I 
I  1986 
I  cornpens.  transferts  total  I  compens.  transferts  (1)  total 
I 
I 
Cen  ECU) 
total 














pays beneficiaires /  I  I  total  I 
produits concernes  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1985  I  1986  I  1987  I  1985-1987  I 
I  I  compens.  transferts  total  I  compens.  transferts  C1l  total  I  I 
________________________  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
?.Cote d'Ivoire  I  4.907.781  I  36.363.934  8.590.719  44.954.653  I  17.805.107  111.360.775  129.165.882  I  179.028.316  I 
------------- I  I  I  I  I 
bois bruts  I  4.907.781  I  I  I  4.907.781  I 
bois  I  I  36.363.934  8.590.719  44.954.653  I  40.846.077  40.846.077  I  85.800.730  I 
cafe  I  I  I  17.805.107  55.117.760  72.922.867  I  72.922.867  I 
cacao  I  1  I  15.396.938  15.396.938  I  15.396.938  I 
--------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
8.Ethiopie  I  28.087.946  I  6.344.738  6.344.738  I  57.173.106  57.173.106  I  91.605.790  I 
-------- I  I  I  I  I 
cafe  I  21.119.708  I  I  57.173.106  57.173.106  I  78.292.814  I 
haricots  I  6.968.238  I  6.344. 738  6.344. 738  I  I  13.312.976  I  I 
--------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------1---------------------------------------I-------------I 
9.Fidji  I  263.918  I  I  I  263.918  I~ 
I  I  I  I  I 
1 
huile de  coprah  I  263.918  I  I  I  263. 91 8  I 
--------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
10.Gambie  I  4.742.150  I  4.659.465  4.659.465  I  1.544.031  1.544.031  I  10.945.646  I 
------ I  I  I  I  I 
produits de  l'arachide I  4.721.625  I  I  I  4.721.625  I 
tourteaux d'oleagineux  I  20.525  I  I  I  20.525  I 
arachides  I  I  3.330.728  3.330.728  I  390.082  390.082  I  3.720.810  I 
huile d'arachide  I  I  1.328.737  1.328.737  I  1.153.949  1.153.949  I  2.482.686  I 
--------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
11.Grenade  I  I  371.379  371.379  I  595.432  595.432  I  966.811  I 
------- I  I  I  I  I 
cacao  I  I  371.379  371.379  I  595.432  595.432  I  966.811  I 
--------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
12.Guinee-Bissau  I  424.315  I  2.457.393  2.457.393  I  I  2.881.708  I 
------------- I  I  I  I  I 
coton  I  225.603  I  I  I  225.603  I 
noix  de  palmiste  I  198.712  I  I  I  198.712 
)69. 162 
388.231 
arachides  I  I  2.069.162  2.069.162  I  I  2.( 
crevettes  I  I  388.231  388.231  I  I 
------------------------I  I  I  ...  / ... • 
I  I  I 
I  Ann~e d'application  I  I 
pays  b~n~ficiaires I  I  I  total  I 
produits  concern~s  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1985  I  1986  I  1987  I  1985-1987  I 
I  I  compens.  transferts  total  I  compens.  transferts  (1  >  total  I  I 
________________________  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
13.Guin~e Equatoriale  I  I  1.079.795  1.079.795  I  3.426.623  3.426.623  I  4.506.418  I 
------------------ I  I  I  I  I 
cacao  I  I  1.079.795  1.079.795  I  3.322.873  3.322.873  I  4.402.668  I 
cafe  I  I  I  103.750  103.750  I  103.750  I 
---~-----------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
1 4. Kenya  I  I  I  23. 1 95. 41 2  1 7. 496. 1 70  40. 691 . 582  I  40. 691 . 582  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
cafe  I  I  I  23.195.412  17.496.170  40.691.582  I  40.691.582  I 
·----------------··---------I-··-----------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
15.Kiribati  I  I  1.639.090  1.639.090  I  819.475  819.475  I  2.458.565  I 
··------- I  I  I  I  I 
coprah  I  I  1.639.090  1.639.090  I  819.475  819.475  I  2.458.565 I\ 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I ~ 
16.Lesotho  I  I  I  3.140.313  3.140.313  I  3.140.313  I  'tJ 
------- I  I  I  I  I  l 
mohair  I  I  I  3.140.313  3.140.313  I  3.140.313  I 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
17.Madagascar  I  I  I  2.108.793  2.397.380  4.506.173  I  4.506.173  I 
---------- I  I  I  I  I 
girofle  I  I  I  2.108.793  2.397.380  4.506.173  I  4.506.173  I 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
18.Malawi  I  I  2.370.156  2.370.156  I  9.565.371  9.565.371  I  11.935.527  I 
------ I  I  I  I  I 
the  I  I  2.370.156  2.370.156  I  9.565.371  9.565.371  I  11.935.527  I 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------1 
19.Mali  I  I  14.180.528  14.180.528  I  1.382.855  1.382.855  I  15.563.383  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
eaton  I  I  14.180.528  14.180.528  I  1.382.855  1.382.855  I  15.563.383  I 
-------~-------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
20.Ile Maurice  I  I  2.950.299  2.950.299  I  I  2.950.299  I 
----------- I  I  I  I  I 
the  I  I  2.950.299  2.950.299  I  I  2.950.299  I 
________________________  I  I  I  I  I 
.. . I ... I 
I  Annee  d'application 
I 
I 
.. . I ... 
I 
I I  I  I 
I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
pays  beneficiaires  I  I  I  total  I 
produits  concernes  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1985  I  1986  I  1987  I  1985-1987  I 
I  I  compens.  transferts  total  I  cornpens.  transferts  <1>  total  I  I 
__________________________  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
26.Sarnoa  Occidentales  I  59.208  I  4.681.321  4.681.321  I  3.179.512  3.179.512  I  7.920.041  I 
------------------ I  I  I  I  I 
cacao I  I  I  393.412  393.412  I  393.412  I 
coprah  I  I  259.211  259.211  I  I  259.211  I 
huile de  coprah  I  I  4.299.597  4.299.597 I  2.712.329  2.712.329  I  7.011.926 I 
bois  I  59.208  I  122.513  122.513  I  73.771  73.771  I  255.492  I 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
27.Sao  Tome  e  Principe  I  1.626.901  I  I  I  1.626.901  I 
------------------- I  I  I  I  I 
cacao I  1.626.901  I  I  I  1.626.901  I 
---------------------------1-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
28.Senegal  I  27.567.437  I  54.567.358  54.567.358  I  22.748.332  1.076.473  23.824.805  I  105.959.600  I 
------- I  I  I  I  I 
produits de  l'arachide I  27.567.437 I  54.567.358  54.567.358 I  22.748.332  1.076.473  23.824.805  I  105.959.600 I 
----------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I----------~--I 
29.Soudan  I  42.570.696  I  17.496.232  17.496.232  I  3.862.463  3.862.463  I  63.929.391  I 
------ I  I  I  I  I 
arachides  I  I  3.272.524  3.272.524  I  3.862.463  3.862.463  I  7.134.987  I 
huile d'arachide  I  I  8.114.018  8.114.018  I  I  8.114.018  I 
produits de  l'arachide  I  28.873.394  I  I  I  28.873.394  I 
graines de  sesame  I  I  590.168  590.168  I  I  590.168  I 
tourteaux  I  13.697.302  I  5.519.522  5.519.522  I  I  19.216.824  I 
:---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
- 30.Tanzanie  I  8.908.060 I  I  I  8.908.060 I 
-------- I  I  I  I  I 
coton  I  1.114.311  I  I  I  1.114.311  I 
noix de  cajou  I  4.321.555  I  I  I  4.321.555  I 
sisal  I  3.472.194  I  I  I  3.472.194  I 
~---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
·  31.Tchad  I  I  12.776.377  12.776.377  I  20.596.193  20.596.193  I  33.372.570  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
eaton  I  I  12.776.377  12.776.377  I  20.596.193  20.596.193  I  33.372.570  I 
______________________  I  I  _  ~- I  I  I 




I  Annee  d'application 
pays  beneficiaires 1  I 
produits concernes  I  I  I 
T  1985  I  1986  I  ... 
I  I  compens.  transferts  total  I 
1987 














I  ________________________  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
32.Togo  I  9.314.603  I  651.838  651.838  I  3.556.662  3.556.662  I  13.523.103  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
cacao  I  9.314.603  I  I  3.556.662  3.556.662  I  12.871.265  I 
noix  de  karit~ I  I  651.838  651.838  I  I  651.838  I 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I---~---------I 
33.Tonga  I  611.705  I  1.254.017  1.254.017  I  916.876  916.876  I  2.782.598  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
huile de  coprah  I  I  1.254.017  1.254.017  I 
produits de  coprsh  !  5iJ1  . 720  I  I 
rtoix  .::ie  •:oco  I  I 
T  ... 
vanill~ I  109.985  I  I 
837.275  837.275  I 
I 











34.Tuvalu  I  I  102.407  102.407  I  13.437  13.437  I  115.844  I 
------ I  I  I  I  I 
coprah  I  I  102.407  102.407  I  13.437  13.437  I  115.844  I 
---------------------------I-------------I--------------------------------------I---------------------------------------I-------------I 
35.'Januatu  I  I  11.438.165  11.438.165  I  5.002.650  5.002.650  I  16.440.815  I 
------- I  I  I  I  I 
coprah  I  I  11  . 438.165  11.438.165  I  5.002.650  5.002.650  I  16.440.815  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
TOTAL  I  149.418.478  I  36.363.934  242.824.434  279.188.368  I  116.245.998  375.415.314  491.661.312  I  920.268.158  I 
dont  les  ACP  I  I  I  I  I 
- a seuils normaux  I  32.475.218  I  36.363.934  63. 158.077  99.522.011  I  81.748.534  172.287.458  254.035.992  I  386.033.221  I 
- a seuils reduits  I  116.943.260  I  179.666.357  179.666.357  I  34.497.464  203.127.856  237.625.320  I  534.234.937  I 
- les moins  I  116.679.342  I  130.314.374  130.314.374  I  195.033.416  195.033.416  I  442.027.132  I 
developpes  I  I  I  I  I 
- autres  I  263.918  I  49.351.983  49.351.983  I  34.497.464  8.094.440  42.591.904  I  92.207.805  I 
I  T  ~--I  I  ...  I 
1)  y  compris  financement  supplementaire  decide par le  Comite  des  Ambassadeurs  ACP-CEE  du  7  juillet 1988  (120 millions d'ECU  provenant 





I Repartition des  transferts Stabex  par produits  1975-1987. 
========================================================= 
I  I  I 
I  I  Annees d' application  I 
I  I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
I  Produit/Groupe  de  produits  I  1975-1979  I  1980-1984  I  1985-1987  I  1975-1987  I 
I  I------------------------1------------------------I------------------------I--------------------------I 
I  I  Montants  % du  total  I  Montants  % du  total  I  Hontants  % du  total  I  Hontants  % du  total  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1.Cafe  I  14.494.289  3,72%  I  246.582.657  36,84%  I  281.350.022  30,57%  I  542.426.968  27,40%  I 
I  2.Produits de  l'arachide  I  139.360.279  35,75%  I  133.258.043  19,91%  I  163.076.282  17,72%  I  435.694.604  22,01%  I 
I  3.Cacao/produits du  cacao  I  1.521.161  0,39%  I  148.836.782  22,24%  I  61.719.804  6,71%  I  212.077.747  10,71%  I 
I  4.Coton  I  43.359.441  11,12%  I  36.534.333  5,46%  I  62.635.751  6,81%  I  142.529.525  7,20%  I 
I  5.Bois  I  39.992.067  10,26%  I  390.631  0,06~~  I  90.964.003  9,88%  I  131.346.701  6,64%  I 
I  .s.Produits de  coco/coprsh  I  10.571.240  2, 71%  I  31.625.346  4,72%  I  35.972.892  9,34%  I  128.169.478  6,48%  I 
I  7.?roduits du  palmier  I  7.800.126  2,00%  I  6.712.032  1,00%  I  64.955.166  7,06%  I  79.467.324  4,01%  I 
I  B.Minerai  de  fer  (11  I  61.789.536  15,85%  I  I  I  61.789.536  3,12%  I 
I  q.Tourteaux  I  17.594.585  4,51%  I  13.991.365  2,09%  I  20.632.884  2,24%  I  52.218.834  2,64%  I  ~ 
I  10.The  I  8.376.330  2,15%  I  2.250~103  0,34%  I  35.570.289  3,87%  I  46.196.722  2,33%  I  ~ 
I  11 .Sisal  I  20.577.410  5,28%  I  9.068.448  1,35%!  3.472.194  0,38%  I  33.118.052  1,67%  I 
I  12.Haricots  I  I  4.996.671  0,75%  I  19.186.589  2,08%  I  24.183.260  1,22%  I 
I  13.Bananes  I  5.813.366  1,49%  I  14.220.660  2,12%  I  I  20.034.026  1,01%  I 
I  14.Girofle  I  2.303.517  0,59%  I  851.095  0,13%  I  9.946.085  1,08%  I  13.100.697  0,66%  I 
I  15.Noix  et arnandes  de  cajoui  I  4.903.831  0,73%  I  7.619.419  0,83%  I  12.523.250  0,63%  I 
I  16.Cuirs et  peau;{  I  9.093.834  2,33%  I  913.011  0,14%  I  1.128.392  0,12%  I  11.135.237  0,56%  I 
I  17.Vanille  I  2.903.720  0,74%  I  5.159.394  0,77%  I  1.732.909  0,19%  I  9.796.023  0,49%  I 
I  18.Arnandes  de  karite  I  I  1.937.603  0,29%  I  5.821.886  0,63%  I  7.759.489  0,39%  I 
I  i9.Graines de  sesame  I  2.632.923  0,68%  I  3.150.900  0,47%  I  955.047  0,10%  I  6.738.870  0,34%  I 
I  20.Mohair  I  I  1.290.959  0,19%  I  I  4.431.272  0,22%  I 
I  21.Huiles  ~ssentielles  I  170.596  0,04%  I  1.339.873  0,20%  I  I  1.510.469  0,08%  I 
I  22.Crevettes  I  I  710.289  0,11%  I  388.231  0,04%  I  1.098.520  0,06%  I 
I  23.Gornme  arabique  I  848.489  0,22%  I  I  I  848.489  · 0,04%  I 
I  24.Noix  muscades  et macis  I  I  637.851  0,10%  I  I  637.851  0,03%  I 
I  25.Pyrethre  I  608.802  0,16%  I  I  I  608.802  0,03%  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  TOTAL  I  389.811.711  I  669.361.877  I  917.127.845  I  1.979.441.746  I 
I  I  ___  I___  I  ----~  I  I 
<1>  Ne  fait plus partie des produits Stabex depuis  Lome  III. Repartition des  transferts Stabex par produits  1975-1987. 
========================================================= 
T  I  I  .;,. 
I  I  Annees d'application  I 
T  I---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------I  .4 
I  Produit/Groupe de  produits  I  1975-1979  I  1980-1984  I  1985-1987  I  1975-1987  I 
-r  I------------------------I------------------------I------------------------I--------------------------I  ... 
I  I  Montants  % du  total  I  Mont ants  % du  total  I  Montants  % du  total  I  Montants  % du total I 
T  I  I  I  I  I  ... 
T  I  I  I  I  I  .4 
:::  1.  Oleagineux  I  1 77.959. 1 53  45,65%  I  195.579.120  29,22%  I  349.033.576  37,93%  I  722.571.849  36,50%  I 
I  ---------- I  I  I  I  I 
-r  Produits de  l'arachide  I  139.360.279  35,75%  I  133.258.043  19,91%  I  163.076.282  17,72%  I  435.694.604  22,01%  I  -
!  Produits de  coco/coprah  I  10.571.240  2,71%  I  31.625.346  4, 72%  I  85.972.892  9,34%  I  128.169.478  6,48%  I  - Produits du palmier  I  7.800.126  2,00%  I  6.712.032  1,00%  I  64.955.166  7,06%  I  79.467.324  4,01%  I 
...  Graines  de  sesame  I  2.632.923  0,68%  I  3.1 50.900  0,47%  I  955.047  0,10%  I  6.738.870  0,34%  I 
Noix  et amandes  de  cajoui  I  4.903.831  0,73%  I  7.619.419  0,83%  I  12.523.250  0,63%  I 
Amandes  de karite 
-r  T  1.937.603  0,29%  I  5.821.886  0,63%  I  7.759.489  0,39%  I 
IUo4 
.4  ...  ...... 
- Tourteaux  I  17.594.585  4,51%  I  13.991.365  2,09%  I  20.632.884  2,24%  I  52.218.834  2,64%  I 
T  I  I  I  I  I  .;,. 
:  2.  Boissons  tropicales  I  24.391.780  6,26%  I  397.669.542  59,41%  I  378.640.115  41,14%I  800.701.437  40,45%  I 
-r  ------------------- I  I  I  I  I  - - cafe  I  14.494.289  3,72%  I  246.582.657  36,84%  I  281.350.022  30,57%  I  542.426.968  27,40%  I 
I  Cacao/Produits  du  cacao  I  1. 521.161  0,39%  I  148.836.782  22,24%  I  61.719.804  6,71%  I  212.077.747  10,71%  I 
The  I  8.376.330  2,15%  I  2.250.103  0,34%  I  35.570.289  3,87%  I  46.196.722  2,33%  I 
!  I  I  I  I  I 
I  3.  Textiles  I  63.936.851  16,40%  I  46.893.740  7,01%  I  69.248.258  7,52%  I  180.078.849  9,10%  I  - -------- I  I  I  I  I  .i. 
I  Cot  on  I  43.359.441  1  1 , 1  2%  I  36.534.333  5,46%  I  62.635.751  6,81%  I  142.529.525  7,20%  I 
I  Sisal  I  20.577.410  5,28%  I  9.068.448  1,35%  I  3.472.194  0,38%  I  33.118.052  1 ,67%  I 
!  Mohair  I  I  1.290.959  0,19%  I  3.140.313  0,34%  I  4.431.272  0,22%  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  4.  Bois  I  39.992.067  10,2,6%  I  390.631  0,06%  I  90.964.003  9,88%  I  131.346.701  6,64%  I 
I  ---- I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  5.  Epices  I  5.207.237  1 , 34%  I  6.648.340  0,99%  I  11.678.994  1,  27%  I  23.534.571  1,19%  I 
I  ------ I  I  I  I  I 
...  Vanille  I  2.903.720  0,74%  I  5.159.394  0,77%  I  1. 732.909  0,19%  I  9.796.023  0,49%  I  ... 
I  Girofle  I  2.303.517  0,59%  I  851  .095  0,13%  I  9.946.085  1,  08%  I  13.100.697  0,66%  I 
I  Noix  muscades et macis  I  I  637.851  0,10%  I  .i..  637.851  0,03%  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
...  I ... " 
I  I 
I  Annees  d'application  I 
I-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
Produit/Groupe de  produits  I  1975-1979  I  1980-1984  I  1985-1987  I  1975-1987  I 
I------------------------I------------------------I------------------------I--------------------------I 
I  Montants  ~ du  total  I  Montants  ~ du  total  I  Montants  ~ du  total  I  Montants  ~ du  total  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
6.  Autres  I  16.535.087  4,24~ I  22.180.504  3,31X  I  20.703.212  2,25~ I  59.418.803  3,00%  I 
------ I  I  I  I  I 
Bananes  I  5.813.366  1 , 49~ I  14.220.660  2,12~ I  I  20.034.026  1 ,oa I 
Haricots  I  I  4.996.671  0,75%  I  19. 186.589  2,08%  I  24.183.260  1 ,22%  I 
Huiles essentielles  I  170. 596  0,04%  I  1. 339.873  0,20~ I  I  1.510.469  0,08%  I 
Gomme  arabique  I  848.489  0,22%  I  I  I  848.489  0,04%  I 
Pyrethre  I  608.802  0,16%  I  I  I  608.802  0,03%  I 
Cuirs et peaux  I  9.093.834  2,33%  I  913.011  0,14%  I  1.128.392  0, 1  2%  I  11.135.237  0,56%  I 
Crevettes  I  I  710.289  0,11~ I  388.231  0,04%  I  1 .098. 520  0,06%  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
'7. Minerai  de  fer  <1>  I  61.789.536  15,85%  I  I  I  61.789.536  3,12%  I  1 
------------------ I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I~ 
I  I  I  I  I 
TOTAL  I  389.811.711  I  669.361.877  I  920.268.158  I  1.979.441.746  I 
I  - I ---- I  I--~----- I 
(1)  Ne  fait plus partie des produits Stabex depuis  Lome  III. Repartition des  transferts Stabex par produits  - Lome  I. 
-------------------------------------------------------- Cen  ECU>  --------------------------------------------------------
I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
I  Produits  I  I  I  total  I 
I  Groupes  de  produits  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1  1975  1  1976  ,  1977  1  , 978  1  1979  I  1975-1979  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1.Produits de  l'arachide  I  6.590.863  I  1  1 . 198. 428  I  11.934.461  I  72.071.792  I  37.564.735  I  139.360.279  I 
I  2.Minerai  de  fer  I  I  3.977.274  I  6.974.480  I  46.472.250  I  4.365.532  I  61.789.536  I 
I  3.Coton  I  10.222.112  I  5.000.138  I  3. 371.122  I  14.098.383  I  10.667.686  I  43.359.441  I 
I  4.Bois  I  38.743.714  I  898.800  I  349.553  I  I  I  39.992.067  I 
I  5.Sisal  I  I  6.928.151  r  8.176.614  I  5.472.645  I  I  20.577.410  I 
I  6.Tourteaux  d'oleagineu~ I  1 . 1  91  . 079  I  153.269  r  r  1 5. 224.094  I  1. 026.143  I  17.594.585  I 
I  7.Cafe  I  13.547.999  I  I  I  946.290  I  I  14.494.289  I 
I  8.Produits de  coprah  I  3.417.307  I  6.698.125  I  367.784  r  88.024  I  I  10.571.240  I 
I  9.Cuirs et peaux  I  8.658.877  I  265.328  I  169.629  I  I  I  9.093.834  I 
Ul 
-o 
I  10. The  I  I  1.399.953  I  I  3.882.924  I  3.093.453  I  8.376.330  I 
I  11.Produits du  palmier  I  I  1.392.542  I  2.679.190  I  3.728.394  I  I  7.800.126  I 
I  12.Bananes  I  1.296.907  I  72.719  I  447.025  I  674.419  I  3.322.296  I  5.813.366  I 
I  1 3. Vanille  I  I  I  I  I  2.903.720  I  2.903.720  I 
I  14.Graines de  sesame  I  I  I  I  I  2.632.923  I  2.632.923  I 
I  15. Girofle  I  I  1 . 139.516  I  552.547  I  180.299  I  431.155  I  2.303.517  I 
I  16.Produits du  cacao  I  276.978  I  463.558  I  I  780.625  I  I  1.521.161  I 
I  17.Gomme  arabique  I  I  848.489  I  I  I  I  848.489  I 
I  18.Pyrethre  I  I  I  I  608.802  I  I  608.802  I 
I  19.Huiles essentielles  I  I  I  170.596  I  I  I  170.596  I 
I 
~-------- I  I  I__- ---- - I  I  I  I 
,. .. 
Repartition des  transferts Stabex par produits  - Lome  II. 
=========================================================  <en  ECU> 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
I  Produits  I  I  I  total  I 
I  Groupes  de produits  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1  1980  1  1981  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I  1980-1984  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1 .Cafe  I  72.417.381  I  136.622.418  I  20.175.691  I  4.190.324  I  13.176.843  I  246.582.657  I 
I  2.Produits du  cacao  I  2.078.022  I  81.971.899  I  50.077. 873  I  14.171.961  I  537.027  I  148.836.782  I 
I  3.Produits de  l'arachide  I  72.535.165  I  41  . 773. 171  I  7.848.092  I  11.101.615  I  I  133.258.043  I 
I  4.Coton  I  3.046.973  I  16.899.963  I  9.250.356  I  6.750.371  I  586.670  I  36.534.333  I 
I  5.Produits de  coprah  I  6.244.695  I  8.470.698  I  14.642.177  I  2.267.776  I  I  31.625.346  I 
I  6.Bananes  I  11.973.742  I  1 . 266. 1  1 1  I  223. 1  73  I  1 1. 034  I  746.600  I  14.220.660  ! 
I  7.Tourteaux d'oleagineux  !  12.427.601  I  692.081  I  361.036  I  I  510.647  I  13.991.365  I 
I  8.Sisal  I  I  I  I  4.934.060  I  4. 134.388  I  9.068.448  I 
I  9.Produits du  palmier  I  1.580.409  I  2.718.797  I  1.975.470  I  437.356  I  I  6.712.032  I  ~ 
0 
I  10. Vanille  I  1. 606.241  I  I  I  I  3.553.153  I  5.159.394  I 
I  11.Haricots  I  I  I  I  I  4.996.671  I  4. 996.671  I 
I  12.Noix de  cajou  I  I  I  215.789  I  1. 943.394  I  2.744.648  I  4.903.831  I 
I  13.Graines de  sesame  I  I  I  I  3.150.900  I  I  3.150.900  I 
I  14.The  I  1. 596.712  I  653.391  I  I  I  I  2.250.103  I 
I  15.Noix  de karite  I  I  890.869  I  1.046.734  I  I  I  1.937.603  I 
I  16.Huiles essentielles  I  852.402  I  487.471  I  I  I  I  1 .339.873  I 
I  17.Mohair  I  242.279  I  354.533  I  694.147  I  I  I  1.290.959  I 
I  18  Cuirs et peaux  I  415.854  I  I  I  497.157  I  I  913.011  I 
I  19.Girofle  I  I  I  I  I  851.095  I  851.095  I 
I  20.Crevettes  I  I  I  I  710.289  I  I  710.289  I 
I  21.Noix miscades/macis  I  I  197.531  I  278.590  I  I  161.730  I  637.851  I 
I  22.Bois  I  I  I  88.719  I  301.912  I  I  390.631  I 
I  -~~~----I -- ____  _' __  I  -------~I~---- _____ !_ __  I  I  I Repartition des  transferts Stabex par produits  - Lome  III. 
---------------------------------------------------------- <en  ECU>  ----------------------------------------------------------
I  I  I  I 
I  I  Annee  d'application  I  I 
I  Produits  I  I  I  total  I 
I  Groupes  de  produits  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1985  I  1986  I  1987  I  1985-1987  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1. cafe  I  21  . 11 9 . 708  I  I  260.230.314  I  281.350.022  I 
I  2.Produits de  l'arachide  I  61  . 162. 456  I  72.682.527  I  29.231.299  I  163.076.282  I 
I  3.Bois  I  4.966.989  I  45.077.166  I  40.919.848  I  90.964.003  I 
I  4.Produits de  coprah  I  765.638  I  56.256.942  I  28.950.312  I  85.972.892  I 
I  5.Produits du  palmier  I  3.653.318  I  32.011.089  I  29.290.759  I  64.955.166  I 
I  6.Coton  I  1. 437.080  I  36.637.561  I  24. 561. 1  1  0  I  62.635.751  I 
I  7.Produits du  cacao  I  10.941.504  I  1.451.174  I  49.327.126  I  61.719.804  I 
I  8.The  I  6.617.256  I  12.347.024  I  16.606.009  I  35.570.289  I  .too 
I  9.Tourteaux d'oleagineux  I  13.717.827  I  6.915.057  I  I  20.632.884  I  ..... 
I  10.Haricots  I  12.841.851  I  6.344.738  I  I  1  9. 1  86. 589  I 
I  1  1 . Girofle  I  2.058.262  I  2.977.156  I  4.910.667  I  9.946.085  I 
I  12.Noix de  cajou  I  6.554.410  I  1 .065.009  I  I  7.619.419  I 
I  13.Noix de  karite  I  I  3.342.833  I  2.479.053  I  5.821.886  I 
I  14.Sisal  I  3. 472.194  I  I  I  3.472.194  I 
I  15.Mohair  I  I  I  3.140.313  I  3.1 40.313  I 
I  1  6. Vanille  I  109.985  I  I  1.622.924I  1. 732.909  I 
I  17.Cuirs et peaux  I  I  736.814  I  391.578  I  1.128. 392  I 
I  18.Graines de  sesame  I  I  955.047  I  I  955.047  I 
I  19.Crevettes  I  I  388.231  I  I  388.231  I 






















































Transferts  Stabe~ par pays  b~n~ficiaire 1975-1987. 
================================================== 
Etat  /\CP 
Cote  d'Ivoire 
senegal 
Soudan  l*l 
Papouasie-NG 


















B6nin  C*l 
Rwanda  l*l 
Iles Salomon  (*) 
R~A  1*1 
Niger  l*l 
Vanuatu  C*l 
Mozambique  l*l 
Swaziland  l*l 
Ouganda  l*l 
Madagascar 
Sierra  Leone  l*l 
Guin~e-Bissau l*l 
SAmoa  Occ.  l*l 
Malawi  (*I 
Comnres  (*) 
Burkina  Faso  !*l 
Sao  Tom~  (*J 




Domlnique  1*1 
Kirihati  (*l 
Smnalt~  1~1 
Fir:l.ii. 
C:ren.::.de  ( * l 
Guinee  Equat.  1  * l 
Lesotho  c~l 
Jam.:1ique 
Il  e  Mal1ri ce 



















































7  -· 
4 
1 








117. 3  ;.~~~- /H~·,3 




I, 7 ..  7, I,!J. 9(':? 
1,",,<103. ?lo? 
39.fl17.4f.O 
n.  ot)o. 4:.o 
36.(.11,,711 
3(  .. (!/,')' 5:)5 
35. !,:J:). CJfJ? 
35. :::')A. ?5fl 
34.213.116 
31. 9"2. 51,1, 
29. 26'·· 3fl7 
26.  flO.'~. 1.1,5 
71.451.157 
21.1,11  •. 107 
20. "·'i5. 1,53 
20. ;>1,2. 505 
1fl.3/fl.lt0.3 
17.fl19.176 
17. _)/,(:..  1,';1, 
1  (-.. :\(.?. 9!15 
15.  0 (;3. <J55 
1 5 . (. ;) (: .• 1 7 6 
9. :) 30. (.(:.1. 
8.(HJJ. 77.9 
7. 5R6 .91,3 
7.  -~<'d. (.T? 
6.703.311 
f..lo27.7A1 
(,. 31,0. 95(. 
5.':>12.701 
5.379.813 
!, . 930. 1 ;,,, 
L,. 5(16. 4111 
!, . 2'/5. I,(Jfj 
7..'150.290 
1. 7:':3.5:.>5 
1 . 61 B. 999 
'i 13. 28f.. 
1:.01. IJ"I 







22. 06'·. 664 




len  ECU) 
Montants 





11 7. 325. '·63 














































387.  1.97'/.i,41 ..  lM,  214.361.372  1. 765.080.374 
------------·-----
(*)  Etats  ACP  non  soumis  au  r~qime  d~  r~corystitutton. Reconstitution des  transferts Stabex  1975-1987. 
=~============::=============================== 
1 .Transferts Stabex  reconstituables  Lorn~  I. 
I  I 
I  Annee  I  Etats  AC?  / 
Id'applic.I  produits  c~ncern~s 
I 
I  Montants 
I  re~us 
I 
I  Montants 
Iobl.reconst. 
Montants  reconstitues 
revers.  compens.  total 
<en  ECUl 
Montants 
dGs 
I  I  I 
___________  I ______________________________________________________  ___ 
I  I  I 
I  1975  I  Cameroun/bois  bruts  I  3.601.423 
I 
n  I  Congo/bois  bruts  I  7.361.677 
I 
n  I  C6te d'Ivoire/bois bruts  I  15.000.000 
I 
n  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  615.140 
I  "  I  Gabon/bois  bruts  I  6.703.311 
I  "  I  Ghana/bois  bruts  I  5.176.408 
1":"7,::.  I  Cameroun/p~te de  cacao  I  463.558 
!  "  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  1.499.834 
!:  "  I  Msdagasca~/s~s&l  I  1.70:  .. 943 
T  "  I  Madagascar/girofle  I  1.1::9.516  J. 
I  "  I  Sierra  Leone/min.de  fer  I  3.977.274 
- 1978  I  Lib~rialminer3i de  fer  I  7. :.86. 943 






















3. 601  . 423  ( 1 ) 
1  5 . 000 . 000  ( 1 ) 
-
5. 1  7 :) . 408  l i  J 
-
246.435  (1) 








i.  762.943 
<a  deciderl 
(a  deciderl 
- ( 2) 
<a  deciderJ 



















r  "  I  Senegal/tourteaux  oleag.  I  15.224.094  I  - - - - <.3  decider)  I 
I  1977  I  Madagascar/vanille  I  1. 705.572  I  - - - - Ui  decider)  I 
I---------I--------------------------I-------------I-----------------------------------------------------------------1 
I  I  TOTAL  I  121.699.988  I  3.471.613  2.332.097  26.926.725  29.258.822  88.463.892  <3li 
I _______  I  I  I  I 
(1)  par decision du  Conseil  des  Ministres  ACP-CEE  de  Libreville  <mai  19821. 
<2J  devenu  PMA  !decision du  Conseil  de  Librevillel. 
(31  montants  des  transferts  pour  lesquels  les obligations de  reconstitution n'ont  pas  ~te  r~unies. 
,.. 
.,. 
(..<; ...  ~ 
2.Transferts Stabex reconstituables Lome  II  <exercices  1981-1985). 
------------------------------------------------------------------ Cen  ECU> 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  Annee  I  Etats  ACP  I  I  Montants  I  Montants  Fin per.  Montants reconstitues par  Montants  I 
Id'applic.I  produits concernes  I  re<;us  Iobl.reconst.  observ.<1>  revers.  compens.<2>  total  dils  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  1980  I  Cote d'Ivoire/cafe  I  19.195.390  I  19.195.390  - 19. 195.390  19.195.390  - I 
I  "  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  842.296  I  - 1987  - - - <a  deciderH 
I  "  I  Jamaique/bananes  I  3.238.995  I  3.238.995  - - - 3.238.995  I 
I  "  I  Kenya/cafe  I  10.032.204  I  10.032.204  - 10.032.204  10.032.204  - I 
I  "  I  Madagascar/vanille  I  1. 211.202  I  1.211.202  484.481  (3)  726.721  1. 211.202  - I 
I  "  I  Senegal/produits arachidei  30.353.160  I  30.353.160  - 30.353.160  30.353.160  - I 
I  "  I  s~negal/tourteaux oleag.  I  8.253.832  I  8.253.832  - 8.253.832  8.253.832  - I 
I  1981  I  Cameroun/cafe  I  5.459.706  I  5.459.706  - 5.459.706  5.459.706  - I 
I  "  I  Gameroun/produits  cacao  I  8.084.683  I  8.084.683  - 8.084.683  8.084.683  - I 
I 
.n  I  Cote d'Ivoire/cafe  I  27.601.201  I  27.601.201  - 27.601.201  27.601.201  - I 
I  "  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  510.459  I  - 1988  - - - - I 
~ 
~ 
I  "  I  Ghana/produits  cacao  I  25.606.655  I  - 1988  - - - - I 
I  "  I  Kenya/cafe  I  16.448.532  I  16.448.532  - 16.448.532  16.448.532  - I 
I  "  I  Madagascar/cafe  I  2.688.131  I  2.688.131  1.075.252  (3)  1.612.879  2.688.131  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/cafe  I  7.360.518  I  7.360.518  1. 472.104  5.888.414  7.360.518  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/cacao  I  4.482.798  I  4.482.798  896.560  3.586.238  4.482.798  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/coprah  I  1.082.569  I  1.082.569  216.514  866.055  1.082.569  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/huile  de  coprah  I  906.347  I  906.347  362.539  543.808  906.347  -
T  ... 
I  "  I  Senegal/produits arachidei  20.525.673  I  20.525.673  - 20.525.673  20.525.673  - I 
I  1982  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  788.481  I  - 1989  ,_- - - - I 
I  "  I  Ghana/produits  cacao  I  31 . 1  60 . 6 73  I  - 1990  - - - - I 
I  "  I  PNG/cafe  I  16.344.445  I  16.344.445  - 16.344.445  16.344.445  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/cacao  I  4.201.081  I  4.201.081  840.216  3.360.865  4.201.081  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/produits de  coprah·  I  3 .604  .. 036  I  3.604.036  1 . 441 •  61 4  2. 162.422  3.604.036  - I 
I  1983  I  Madagascar/sisal  I  1.461.636  I  - 1990  - - - - I 
I---------I--------------------------I-------------I-------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
I  I  TOTAL  I  251.444.703  I  191.074.503  6.789.280  181.046.228  187.835.508  3.238.995  I 
I  I  I  I  - -------------------- I 
(1)  pour les montants  non  encore  reconstituables. 
<2>  valeurs des obligations de  reconstitution totalement ou partiellement actualisees. 
C3l  en monnaie  nationale de  l'Etat ACP. 2'.Transferts Stabex reconstituables  Lome  II  (paiements sur reliquat Lome  II). 
<en  ECUl 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  Annee  I  Etats  ACP  1  I  Montants  I  Montants  Fin per.  ~ontants reconstitues par  ~ontants  I 
Id'applic.I  produits concernes  I  ret;us  Iobl.reconst.  observ.(1)  revers.  compens.(2)  total  dils  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  1981  I  Cameroun/cafe  I  3.487.581  I  3.487.581  - 3.487.581  3.487.581  - I 
I  "  I  Cameroun/produits  cacao  I  5.164.378  I  5.164.378  - 5.164.378  5.164.378  - I 
I1980-1981I  cote d'Ivoire/cafe  I  23.891.906  I  23.891.906  - 23.891.906  23.891.906  - I 
I  "  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  470.318  I  - 1992  - - - - I 
I  1981  I  Ghana/produits  cacao  I  16.357.158  I  - 1992  - - - - I 
I  1980  I  Jamaique/bananes  I  1.056.413  I  1.056.413  - - - 1.056.413  I 
I1980-i9A1I  Kenya/cafe  I  13.779.130  I  - 1993  - - - - I 
I  1980  I  :'iadagascar!Vanille  I  395.039  I  - 1992  - - - - I 
I  1931  !Madagascar/cafe  I  1.717.139!  - 1992  - - - - I 
I  "  I  PNG/caf~  I  4.701.792  I  4.701.792  - 4.701.792  4.701.792  - I 
I  "  I  PNG/cacao  I  2.863.547  I  1.141.840  1992  - 1.141.840  1.141.840  I 
I  "  IPNG/coprah  I  691.52?I  - 1992  - - - - I 
I  "  I  PNG/huile  de  coprah  I  578.962  I  - 1992  - - - - I 
I---------I--------------------------I-------------I-------------------------------------------------------------------------I 
I  I  TOTAL  I  75.154.892  I  39.443.910  - 38.387.497  38.387.497  1.056.413  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  TOTAL  Lome  II  I  326.599.595  I  230.518.413  6.789.280  219.433.725  226.223.005  4.295.408  I 
I  I  __  ____  _____  I  I  _______  .  ______  ._  ____________  I 
(1)  pour  les montants  non  encore  reconstituables. 




_j '- •  .. 
3.Transferts Stabex reconstituables Lome  III  (1985-1987). 
---------------------------------------------------------
I  I  T  I  I  ... 
I  Annee  I  Etats  ACP  I  I  Montants  I  Montants  Fin per.  I 
Id' applic. I  p~oduits concernes  T 
re~us  Iobl.reconst.  observ.  I  ... 
I 
T  T  I  I  J.  .;. 
!  I  I  I  I 
!  1985  I  C6te  d'Ivoire/bois bruts I  4.907.781  I  - 1993  I 
!  "  I  Fidji/huile de  coprah  I  263.918  I  - 1992  I 
I  "  I  Senegal/produits arachidei  27.567.437  I  -
n  I 
I  1986  I  Cote d'!voire/bois  I  8.590.719  I  - 1993  I 
I  "  I  Ile Maurice/the  I  2.950.299  I  - "  I 
I  "  I  PNG/~oprah  !  7.569.597  I  - "  I 
...  .,  I  PNG/hui:!.~ de  coprah  !  17.067.636  I  - "  I 
I  "  I  PNG/produits  du  ?almi..::r  I  21.764.451  I  -
n  I 
!  "  I  Sertegal.'produi ts ara·::hidei  54.567.358  I  -
n  I 
J.  1987  I  •.:::am-2roun/•.:af e  j,  34.291.914  I  - 1993  I 
I 
n  I  Cameroun/cacao  I  8.062.126  I  - "  I  .1:--
o- ...  "  I  C6te  d'Ivoire/bois  ...  40.8.+6.077  I  -
n  I  '  .i. 
I  "  I  C3te  d'Ivoire/cafe  T  55.117.760  I  -
n  I  ... 
I 
n  I  C6te  d'Ivoire/cacao  I  15.396.938  I  - n  I 
I 
n  I  Kenya/caf~  I  17.496.170  I  -
n  I 
I  "  I  Madagascar/girofle  I  2.397.380  I  - "  I 
I  "  I  PNG/produits  de  coprah  I  5.697.060  I  - "  I 
I  "  I  s~negaliproduits arachidei  1 .076. 473  I  -
n  I 
I---------I--------------------------I-------------I-----------------------I 
I  I  TOTAL  I  325.631.094  I  I 
I  I  -- I  ---~ I-- I -47-
Rdpartition des  pays  b~n4ficiaires per montants  recus. 
------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------
Hontants  Norobre  de  pays 
(millions d'ECU)  PMA  aut  res  total 
-------------- -----------------------
> 200  2  2 
100  - 200  2  1  3  ' 
50  - 100  1  3  4 
20  - 50  15  1  16 
10  - 20  6  6 
5  - 10  5  4  9 
1  - 5  5  2  7 
<  1  4  4 
-----------------------
38  13  51 
Repartition des pays  ~neficiaires 
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<1  1-5  5-10  10-20  20-50  50-100  10Q-200  >200  • 
montants  (en  millions  d'ECU) 
c=J PJ.AA  l2Z] outres •. 
91 
>-





























de  transferts 
)  20 
16  - 20 
, 1  - 1 5 
6  - 10 
2  - 5 
Nombre  de  pays 



















R~partition des  pays  b~n~ficioires 
par nombre  de tronsferba  rec;us 
5 
2-5  6-10  11-15  16-20 
nombre de  transferb  re~tus 
~  PMA  I2ZJ  outres 
>20 -49-
R~pertition des  transferts  individuels par classes de  montants. 
=============================================================== 
Montants  Nombre  de  transferts 
(millions d'ECU>  Lome  I  Lome  II Lome  III  total 
-------------- ----------------------------------
>  50  .._  2  3  5 
20  - 50  3  5  13  21 
10  - 20  2  9  10  21 
5  - 10  14  11  14  39 
2  - 5  32  28  27  87 
- 2  21  33  15  69 
0,5 - 10  22  7  47 
0,1  - 0,5  26  29  16  71 
<  0, 1  7  9  6  22 
----------------------------------
123  148  111  382 
R~partition des transferts  1975-1987 
100 
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<0,1  0,1-0,5  0,5-1  1-2  2-5  5-10  10-20  2G-50  >50  • 
CZJ lom!! I 
monlonls (en  millions  d'ECU) 
IS:J lome II  r22:J  loml!!  Ul 
' - 50 -
Etats ACP  soumls  6  I 'ob II gat I  on  de  reconstitution 
• 
1.  Angola  13.  Llb6r Ia 
• 
2.  Bahamas  14.  Madagascar 
3.  Bar bade  15.  lie MaurIce 
4.  Cameroun  16.  Nlg6rla 
5.  Congo  17.  Papouas I  e-N II e  Guln6e 
8.  c&te  d'lvolre  18.  Tr lnlt6 et Tobago 
7.  F ldjl  19.  S6n6gal 
8.  Gabon  20.  Suriname 
9.  Ghana  21.  ZaTre 
10.  Guyana  22.  Zambia 
11 .  Jamal Que  23.  Zimbabwe 
12 .  Kenya 
.. ... 
- 51  -
Etats ACP  bltnltflclant  du  rltglme  prM6rentlel  • 
~seulls rltdu Its) 
• 
a.  Etats ACP  enclaves<1> 
1.  Zamble  2.  Zimbabwe 
b.  Etats  ACP  lnsulalres  (1) 
1.  Bahamas  5.  Madagascar 
2.  Barba  de  6.  lis MaurIce 
3.  Fldjl  7.  Papouasle-NIIe Gulnee 
4.  JamaTQue  8.  Trlnlte et  Tobago 
c.  Etats  ACP  Iss molns  develoeees 
1.  Antigua  et Barbados  23.  MozambiQue 
2.  Bel lze  24.  Nlger<2> 
3.  Benin  (2)  25.  Ouganda  (2) 
4.  Botswana  (2)  26.  Rwanda  (2) 
5.  Burkina  Faso  (2)  27.  I las Sa I  omon 
6.  Burundi  (2)  28.  St  Christophe et  Nevis 
7.  Cap  Vert  (2)  29.  Stta  Lucie 
8.  Rep.  Centrafrlcalne  (2)  30.  St  VIncent  et  Grenadines 
9.  Comores  (2)  31.  Samoa  Occldentales (2) 
10.  OJ I  bout 1 (2)  32.  sao-Tome  et  Principe <2) 
11.  DominiQue  33.  Seyche lies 
12.  Ethlople  (2)  34.  Sierra Leone  (2) 
13.  Gamble  (2)  35.  Soma lie  (2) 
14.  Grenade  36.  Soudan  (2) 
15.  Gurnee  (2)  37.  Swu I land 
16.  Gurnee-Bissau  (2)  38.  Tanzania  (2) 
17.  Gurnee  EQuatorlale  (2)  39.  Tchad  (2) 
18.  Kiribati  <2>  40.  Togo  (2) 
19.  Lesotho  (2)  41.  Tonga 
20.  Malawi  (2)  42.  Tuvalu  <2> 
21.  Ma II  (2)  43.  Vanuatu  <2> 
22.  MaurI tan le (2) 
.. 
' 
(1)  Autres  Que  les  pays  res  morns  developpes. 
(2)  Etats  ACP  reconnus  par  res  Nations  Unles  comma  PMA. 